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Merger
project
studied
By Pam Logne
Newa editor
The university's Department of
Learning Skills may undergo some
changes next year, according to
Jack
Culross,
dean
of
undergraduate studies.
Culross said the university has
been considering merging the
department of learning skills with at
least two other university
departments.
Culross said the opportunity to
merge with other departments
presented itself when Dr. Ronald
Schmelzer, chairman and an
associate professor in the Department of Learning Skills, decided to
transfer to another department.
Schmelser will transfer to the
Department of Education next falL
Culross said the education department was short on staff and added
Schmelzer had been interested in
taking a non-administrative role at
the university.
Culross said the changes being
proposed would be practical now
because of the smaller learning skills
staff. He said there were only six
full-time instructors and two parttime instructors now employed by
the department.
If learning skills does merge with
other university departments, then
the various instructor* would work
with different departments, according to what subject they teach.
Culross said two departments being considered for the merger are
the English department and the
mass communications department.
The mam functions of the Department of Learning Skills are fBnfcg
reading, study skills and vocabulary
classes as well as maintaining a
reading lab and an English lab.
Culross said he has suggested a
couple of models to the administration as to how the departments
could be merged. He these two
departments were being considered
for merger because the classes
taught by learning skills were
related to classes taught in each of
the departments.
A decision on the matter should
be finalized the week after Spring
Break.

Senate plan
allows alcohol
in hall rooms
By

Headless

Progress photo/Rodney Ross

Adam Carr, left, and Adam Vee, both first graders at Model Laboratory School, took advantage
of the warm weather and clear skies earlier this week during recess. Both Carr and Vee said
they were trying to scare their friends away.

Media updated by city
By Darenda Dennis
Managing editor
Dr. Joseph Joiner, Alcohol
Beverage Control administrator for
Richmond, called a press conference
Tuesday to discuss the city cornmis
sion's decision to adopt an ordinance concerning the KWaMnM
and controlling of alcohol-related
businesses.
Joiner said the proposed ordinance is an attempt to stamp out
underaged drinking in Richmond.
One way the proposal intends to
crack down is to require all
employees handling intoxicating
beverages to register with the city's
police department.
During November and December
of 1986. members of the Madison
County Grand Jury visited local
bars and issued subpoenas and citations to those who were suspected
to have knowledge of underaged
drinking.
Joiner will begin hearing some of
the 136 citations March 9. He said
he did not intend to prosecute
anyone who did not have a
legitimate violation against them.

In issuing its report, the grand
jury asked the commission to enact
an ordinance which would prohibit
those under 21 years old from entering bars.
The ordinance the city cornmis
sion is considering does not touch on
the issue of preventing those
underaged from entering bars, but
it makes an attempt to stop the serving of minors, by making the identification of the server more obvious
and penalties stiffar.
According to Joiner the registration process of bar employees will
aid police in identifying the server
who sold alcohol to minors. As it
stands now, in most cases he said
only the owner is held responsible.
"If you sell alcohol to an underaged person, you're putting your job
at risk, as well as facing legal action.
If an employee is caught selling
alcohol to a minor, he faces $100 fine
and the withdrawal of his registration card, which will not allow him
to work in that capacity anywhere
in town.
"This proposal is not «<—»g"*d to
drive the bars and liquor stores out
of business or take away jobs." He

said if their businesses are operated
legitimately, the eatabnahmente will
not suffer significantly.
Joiner said the fact that Richmond is a college town, contributes
to the problem of undersged drinking. But he said the university community has a vital economic contribution to the city.
Tim Foley, president of the Richmond Retail Liquor Association.
asked Joiner who would be ultimately responsible if someone 21 years
or older purchased alcohol for a
minor.
Joiner said the proposed ordinance did not specifically address
that problem, but said that person
would be held accountable
Jimmy Dale Williams, a local attorney, told media that Richmond
could be eligible for bars and liquor
stores to sell alcohol until 1 am
because of its second-class citizenship. Presently, they are required to
close at midnight.
He said the issue was not included in the proposed ordinance and
that it was an issue which should be
addressed.

Controversy continues

5 staff members resign, 1 fired
By Darenda Dennis
Managing editor
Tension and hostility have
replaced the family atmosphere
once present in Martin Hall, according to Brad Burch, administrator/counselor at the hall.
During the past two weeks
four resident assistants and one
staff assistant have resigned and
one resident assistant was fired
over alleged violations of university regulations.
The incident has had a
negative effect both on the staff
and residents in Martin, the
university's only co-ed dorm,
according to Burch.
"The staff has been affected in
that they literally feel they've
been ripped apart. But, too, they
realize the reasons that all of this
has happened."
The controversy started about
a month ago when a Martin Hall
resident complained of a double
standard between RAs and
residents in administering open
house rules.
Rob Logsdon. a senior RA on
the fourth floor, wss questioned
after he had written up a resident
for open house violations.
While talking with Dr. J.
Howard Allen, dean of Student
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Development, the resident complained of a double standard between staff and residents. He accused Logsdon of violating open
house hours as well.
When questioned about the
allegation, Logsdon admitted
guilt and offered his resignation
from his RA position.
At that time, more allegations
were also brought against several
other staff members. After administrators questioned the RAs
and SAs. some admitted guilt
and were immediately asked to
resign.
Those
resigning
were:
Logsdon, Mary Ann Wiedenhoefer, Jane Wiedenhoefer,
Janice DeVenney and Steve Duffey. Dave Passmore was fired.
Each of the staff members have
been relocated in other halls
across campus.
Reportedly, several of the staff
members who resigned and a
number of other people made accusations toward Passmore, an
RA on the second floor of Martin.
Passmore denied that he had
committed such violations.
In a letter from Burch dated
Feb. 26, Passmore was accused
of violating open house policy
and drinking alcohol in a

residence hall. Passmore again
refused to resign.
"There were strong accusations (against Passmore) from
people with no vendetta, just s
strong interest in Martin,"
Crockett said.
According to Crockett, a more
intense investigation was conducted and it was decided to fire
Passmore.
Because Martin Hall is still on
a trial basis for co-ed housing,
many residents have shown a
concern for the continuation of
the project.
Both Crockett and Burch have
emphasized that the controversy
is strictly concerned with the
staffing situation and not the coed housing issue.
Passmore said he thought it
extremely unfair to be relieved of
his duties based solely on hearsay and circumstantial evidence,
rather than proven tact.
A petition was signed by 160
residents saying they did not feel
he should be fired on the basis of
hearsay. In addition, a nonviolent protest was organized,
but was canceled because the administration agreed to think over
its decision.
"There should be proof in the

pudding. If there are allegations
against me, they should be proven, not taken for granted that
I committed them.
"There should be a more fair
and equitable process before
releasing a staff member from his
position," Passmore added.
Crockett said she gave the
situation a lot of thought and
consideration, and still felt comfortable with the decision msde.
so the termination stood.
Passmore then went on to
bring the matter to the attention
of Dr. Thomas Myers, vice president of student affairs. Myers
will review the case and hand
down a decision Monday
"We're interested with what's
right for Martin Hall and its
residents, and what is ultimately right for the people living and
working in Martin," Crockett
said.
"They've accepted mine and
the administration's decision,
and right now we're trying to
come back as a team," said
Burch.
"Some staff members did not
enforce the rules, and in no way.
shape or form, does this have
anything to do with the co-ed living concept."

Laos

The university's Student Senate
passed s resolution Tuesday night
saying the university should not
restrict students who are over 21
from drinking in dorm rooms.
The resolution follows an opinion
released by Kentucky Attorney
General David Armstrong Feb. 23.
The University of Kentucky Student Government Association had
asked Armstrong to interpret the
law concerning whether dorm rooms
were private or public property and
whether a state university had the
right to restrict students 21 or older
from drinking in their rooms.
In the report Armstrong said
there is no statute which expressly
states that alcoholic beverages may
not be consumed or possessed in s
school building.
Steve Schilffarth said most people feel it is illegal to drink in
residence halls because, according to
KRS 244.020, a state university
campus is a public place and the
school buildings located on campus
are public buildings.
Armstrong cited KRS 526.010 in
defining s public place as being a
place to which the public or a large
group of people have access.
The attorney general, therefore,
determined a dorm room on a state
university campus to be s private
residence according to state law.
Members of the university's student senate said they felt the issue
of student rights should be dealt
with here as well.
The resolution passed by the
senate was sponsored by the Student Rights Committee snd
presented by Sen. Mark Gailey. College of Applied Arts snd
Technology.
/--'~
The resolution says because a
dorm room is defined as s private
place, students who are of legal
drinking age should not be denied
the right to do so in their dorm
rooms.
Currently, no alcohol is permitted
on campus at any time and students
who are found with alcohol in a
residence hall can be asked to leave
the hall or can be subject to other
disciplinary measures such as probation or suspension from the
university.
In the ruling, Armstrong said
state universities reserved the right
to prohibit the use of alcohol on
campus.
Mickey Lacy, chairman of the

Gully Washer

Student Rights Committee said the
resolution was not an attempt to
persuade the university to change
its policy on alcohol. The university policy now prohibits alcohol
anywhere on campus at any time.
A University of Kentucky committee had approved a revised campus alcohol policy which would
allow students 21 and over to drink
in their dorm rooms.
The policy will still have to be approved by UK administrators.
The policy also called for the
development of drug abuse education programs and the formation of
a university alcohol drug task force.
Students at Western Kentucky
University are also concerned with
the attorney general's ruling,
according to Dave Parrott, director
of residence life at Western. Parrott
said the issue will be looked into, but
he did not feel any major changes
would be made right away.
Although students are not allowed to have alcoholic beverages on
campus, the University of Louisville
has written guidelines for responsible consumption of alcoholic
beverages that are presented to
students and organizations who
wish to drink elsewhere This is part
of s program initiated by U of L to
promote responsible use of alcohol.
These guidelines call for the
responsible use of alcohol by
students snd condemns the misuse
and abuse of alcohol.
Dr Thomas Myers, vice president
of student affairs, said a committee would probably be formed at the
university to study the issue.
Lacy described the university's
Board of Regents aa "the most conservative in the state." He said if it
were necessary, the Student
Association would band with other
state universities at the state loader
ship conference later this month and
prepare recommendations for
alcohol policy changes to be
presented to the administrators of
each school
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Steve Tipton, a Richmond fireman, fills a trench near Martin Hall.
A gas leak was discovered in the area, and the fire department
was called to the scene.
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Firing of RA
tests values
It seems the old value of "Innocent until proven guilty"
might not hold true when it
comes to some university institutions, including residence
hall staffs.
Recently, after a slew of Martin RAs were asked to resign
because of discipline problems,
another member of the staff was
"let go" on purely circumstancial evidence.
Hall staffers who had already
been asked to resign their duties
in Martin accused David
Passmore, another Martin RA.
of breaking residence hall rules.
Based on those accusations,
Passmore was also asked to
resign. When he refused, he was
fired.
On the surface, the issue of
the firing of Passmore may seem
trivial, but when looking deeper
an issue of greater concern is
found.
Whatever happened to "innocent until proven guilty?"
The saying has been quoted
quite often . . . usually with
great pride when Americans
refer to our nation's judicial
system.
Apparently, the university
does not always observe that
idea
Passmore, who has played an
active and positive role in Martin
Hall
programming
throughout the year, was "convicted" based on circumstantial
reports.
Also, the RAs who reported
on Passmore had already been
asked to leave their posts.

Because they were unhappy
with their own situation in Martin, these RAs chose to drag
anyone they could down with
them.
This behavior may be common on the Model School
playground, but we would hope
college students would have
outgrown the urge to "tattletale."
It seems a college student
should be able to take his own
punishment - such as the loss of
a hall staff position - without
bringing others into it.
We would hope that university officials would reconsider the
decision to fire Passmore.
It seems unfair that a worker
as energetic and dedicated as he
should be "let go" based on circumstantial evidence presented
by biased sources.
Not only does this situation
reflect badly on the maturity
levels and attitudes of some hall
staffers, but it also tarnishes the
university's reputation as well.
Baaed on this precedent, what
will happen next at the university? If a few people claim
university President Dr. H.
I had procrastinated my laundry
Hanly Funderburk was seen
for
over a week and gotten down to
drunk in AC. parking lot, will he
be picked up for public my last clean pair of jeans,
underwear and socks.
intoxication?
The dreaded task of washing
We doubt it; it would be pureclothes
had once again been put off
ly circumstantial evidence.
until
I
couldn't
delay it any longer.
By the same token, since ofSo I snatched, grabbed and sorted
ficials lack hard evidence in the
Washing clothes is one of those
case of David Passmore, he
should be reinstated in Martin homebody chores that I honestly
don't think I will ever master.
Hall.
I'm scared to death of bleach. As
a result, I tend to wash my whites
in with colored clothes and there's
always something red in with them.

Laundry proves challenging

Watt lecture
stirs thoughts
Tuesday night's lecture by
James Watt, former Secretary
of the Interior, was perhaps one
of the most interesting and controversial in recent history of
the university.
Watt came to the university
with one thing in mind: stirring
up students' thoughts. He did
just that.
Discussing everything from
the welfare system to the nation's woodlands. Watt was
prepared to state his mind in a
msnnei that many politicians
seem to avoid.
Along with criticizing existing
policies and agencies. Watt offered solutions as well.
He admitted his solutions
might not be the beat, but would

certainly improve present
situations.
In what he termed "interaction" and "dialogue," Watt
challenged individual students
to examine their views.
In turn, the students challenged him as well.
Overall, Watt accomplished
his goal: To get students to investigate, ponder and challenge
the status quo and the present
administration.
They no doubt went away
from the two and one-half hour
session challenged by and interested in Watt's remarks.
And University Center Board,
no doubt, again provided an excellent lecture for the university.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encouragts iu readers to write a
letter to the editor on any topic.
Letter* submitUd for public*
tion aboold be addressed to the
newspaper and mast contain the
author's
Letters mutt include the
author's signature. Carbon
copies, photocopies and letters
withilkgible signatures wttl not
Uneegoad letters will not be
Tm Emtan Program routinely imedatjsu letters before
publication, howevw. grammar
and punctuation will not be
changed ia a 1st Mr.
The Bmtmw Program uses its
own judgment to determine if a
letter isMMous or ia poor taste
and reserves the right to reject
any letters.

Letters should be typed and
doubts spaced They should also
be no longer than 250 words
(about ess and one half pages.)
Tba IWrare Pwgrma also
gives leaders an opportunity to
steilad opinions in
a column caOsd "Your turn.'
Tbasscoknnw should be in the
form of an editorial. Those in
Imerksaga-Yonrtorn'
Letters should bs mailed or
brought to Tba Eaatara Program, 117 Donovan Annex,
Eastern Kentucky University.
40478.
The deed Ins for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is noon
on Monday prior to Thursday's
publication.
Letters will be used in accordance with available space.

Consequently, my tube socks
aren't white anymore, nor my
towels... they're a nice soft pink
color. Actually, I've ruined several

towel into the washer with my navy
blue corduroys.
It takes absolutely forever to get
those lint balls off from them!
Sometimes, though not very
often, I do use bleach on my white
clothes. Stil. I make mistakes.

white blouses by using this method.
I generally get lucky though, it
fades them quite evenly into a pretty shade of pink or blue.
Another disaster with laundry is
that I throw my towels in with my
pants and other dark fabrics. I
figure how can towels ruin my
pants. Everything's fine and dandy
until I throw a big fussy, thirsty

My mother has told me time and
time again, do not wash sweaters in
hot water. But every time I come
across the chore of washing white
sweaters, what do I do but wash
them in hot water. If I get rocky
enough for them not to shrink to
mwwhlHw size, they're permanently wrinkled
I guess the only articles that I feel
comfortable with washing are jeans
I mean you really can't ruin them in

the washer, unless you bleach them,
right?
Occasionally, however, I do add
bleach in my jeans' water because
I bice to get as much of the new look
as possible out of them,
I reed the labels and I read the
directions on the detergent, but
when it comes to sweatshirts and
other articles with lettering and artwork on them, I get confused on the
correct temperature of water to use.
If you've got a white university
sweatshirt with maroon lettering,
do you wash it in hot water with
bleach for the white, or in warm or
cold so that the lettering doesn't
fade?

Kentuckian deserved UK post
By Steve Florence
Tuesday the University of Kentucky Board of Trustees approved
David P. Rosalie, the provost of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, to be the next
president at UK.
RoeaUe will take office after June
30 when Otis Singletary, current
UK president, retires after 18 years
of service.
The 10-member search committee
seeking Singletary s successor narrowed the list of candidates during
the past few weeks and presented
only one name to the UK trustees.
There are questions that can be
raised by the committee's actions:
Is it fair, or wise, to present only one
name to the board for a job as important aa president?
The UK job is a prestigious one
and holds a lot of influence in Lexington. Giving one name to the
trustees is ridiculous.
At the very least, two names
should have been submitted This
would have eliminated the chance of
trustees having any reservations
about only having one name to
choose from.
Another fact: Of the five top candidates for the office, oar/ one worked and lived in Kentucky.
Charles T Wethington Jr.. the
chancellor of UK's community colleges, is the only candidate
associated with Kentucky. The
others were from Oklahoma,
Nebraska, Maryland and Virginia
, The search committee should

Commentary
have looked in its own backyard for
a replacement for Singletary.
Who would you want running
your university? Someone who is
somewhat familiar with the school
and its system or someone who haa
worked in the administration of
another school for two or more
years?
There are many candidates in
Kentucky the committee could have
chosen from. Instead, they concentrated on looking elsewhere for job
candidates.
This is wrong.
If the committee wanted experience then why didn't they look
inside the administration at UK? Ia
there no one at all at UK besides

Corrections
Due to incorrect information supplied by the Office of Student Affairs, Kathy Phimmer was incorrectly identified in a front page article
in last week's issue.
Hsjsjsjajf;!*, a fiasliinan marketing
major from Louisville. She is 18
years old

In an article in the Feb. 19 issue.'
Dan Berteos' title wss incorrect.
Bertaoe ia coordinator of residence
hall programs.

Singletary who is capable of running
the university?
The administrators at UK should
have kept the job in the state. Let
the other people stay in their own
state, where they are familiar with
the workings of local universities.
The job should have gone to a
Kentuckian.
It seems the committee should

have conducted a more through
search within the state before awarding the position to an outsider.
The committee then could have
considered a national search if the
in-state efforts proved fruitless.
Steve Florence ia a senior journalism major and a Program staff
writar.
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Plan shows progress
By Mitch Howard
It occurs more oftan each day;
someone in a school or business is
discovered to have acquired immune
deficiency syndrome. Inevitably, a
debate erupts over what to do with
the individual.
Some people would like to ignore
the problem and hope it goes away.
Others would prefer to treat AIDS
victims like lepers or outcasts.
The only proper way to deal with
the problem is through planning and
education.
Although there have not been any
cases of AIDS on campus, university administrators are developing
an AIDS policy to deal with
students and staff who contract the

cafeteria, the grill and the Powell
Building.
Commentary
Two committees will also help the
university deal with AIDS cases.
disease.
An AIDS Advisory Committee
The university is making a major will serve as a consulting body for
step in the right direction.
students and university personnel;
It is almost certain that a case of an AIDS Education Committee will
AIDS will eventually be found on promote public awareness concerncampus; the university policy will ing the rHeaasr..
provide a detailed guideline to
If approved by the council, the
follow.
policy could be presented to the
The policy, which is currently be- Board of Regents at its April
ing studied by the Council of Stu- meeting.
dent Affairs, will address such
This plan is a positive step for the
issues as class attendance, residence university.
hall living and other is suss.
The plan shows university personThe policy will also (teal with nel won't look the other way and
behavior in social areas such as the hope the campus isn't faced with the
AIDS issue; instead they will face
it head on.
An old saying stresses the value
of an ounce of prevention.
This preventive measure will help
control the campus environment if
an AIDS case is found.
Students, staff and others will be
To the editor:
prepared to deal with the disease
report" writer who did not want to based on the policies' guidelines.
Article questioned
After reading your Feb. 26 article be identified, and second, why is the
Mitch Howard it a senior jour
"Judge finds for Progress", I was Progress often refered to as the
naliam major and a Progress ataf.
"Regress"?
left with two questions. The first is,
Steven R. Rosenberg writer.
who is the so-called "Progress staff
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watt bulbs
Good only « *•*•*«. SovOn. Gaaon 6 SSno* Thrifty

Mane* Audio
Cassettes
? MCk UOS H 60 "VHjte O'
l*> ft) "v>vt» bt»r- auee lap*-.

Banquet T.V. Dinners

•aCSI Sav.;
Comet

14 oz cleanser
Reg 58* Limit 3.
SsvOn n—*n » afeMk Thrifty

99*
Pepsi

,S^

Pay our regular tow pre*, tor
developing one set of prints
and you recerv: s second set
of prints FREE. VaHd tor al

2 liter

canTplttola C41 process Mr*.
standard-stzs prints onry

EYEMY DAYI

1
1

$1.09
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What's the worst thing you've ever had to
clean up on campus?
By Rodney Ross

People poll

Leater RoMnaon. Caae Hall
"Shoveling snow and ice."

Frank Lamb, Donovan Annex
"Cleaning up puke."

James Hamilton, Moore Building
"In the bathroom where someone
had thrown up."

Raymond Moore, O'Donaell Hall
"Dead animals in a garbage can."

Lamb

loore

Robinson

Hamilton

John William Hayea. Combs
Building
"Vomit OD the wash basins; no
one even tries to hit the toilet."

Buck Horn, Powell Building
"Sewer lines stopping up in the
Powell Building."

Lenny
Anglin.
Cammack
Building
"Somebody threw up in the Burlier Building the first day I worked
st Eastern."

Ken Renfro, Campbell Building
"The worst thing I've ever cleaned up here is the painting studios."
Horn

Anglin

Hayes

CROWE'S FEATS

Renfro

Student sends his regards
• Dear Mom,
Hi. how are you doing? Me. just
fine. I was just sitting here at this
terminal and I decided it was time
to sit and write you a letter.
Sorry I didn't get to come home
and see you this weekend, but like
I told you I was going to Columbia.
Mo.
We had a hoot. And the seminars
weren't bad either. Just kidding.
We stayed at the Columbia
Hilton. It was an extremely nice
hotel. I forgot ray stupid identification so I wasn't able to frequent any
of the nightclubs. I bet that makes
you happy.
Don't worry though, we made up
for it in our rooms. Think we didn't?
The paper picked up the tab. It
was about time they rewarded us for
all of our hard work. It's
unbelievable 9ome of the things we
do around here. It could break your
heart.
The weekend started 8 a.m. We
departed from the universitv. And
boy, were we in a good mood (HA).
We had to pick up M.B. at her
house in Lexington. Terri said to
leave her, but I wouldn't let them.
I convinced everyone that if we
picked her up she'd probably spring
for the dinner on the way home.
Boy, was I wrong.
No, I'm just kidding. She bought
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

My turn

Keith Howard

us breakfast on the way home and
promised us a dinner one day this
week.
Friday night we all went to bed
early so chat we could get up early
in the morning and be prepared for
the seminars. Some of the others
stayed up a little longer, but
eventually slept, exhausted from
the trip there.
The seminars were really interesting. My favorite one was a
seminar conducted by three
students who were pretty much on
the same level as everyone
attending.
There were two guys and one girl
on the panel.
The first guy wasn't that interesting so I won't tell you about
him.
But the lady was very interesting.
So much so I forgot her name.
Anyway she did a series on date

Baseball Card Show
Whan: Saturday, IVtaroh 7
WHarai Holiday Inn, I-7B & EKU
Tim.: From 10 AM to B PM

lypa

WE WILL HAVE
*

1387 CARD8H!
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

IUY-BELL-TRADE
Bata, Stars, ainylam & Buppllaa!
•varal Am OMMra Will Ba Prsiint

+

**
**
**
**
*
*
*1
**
**
i*

rapes. It was really wild. Some of
the girls she talked to had never
talked to anyone about it before.
She said it became extremely emotional at times.
The third speaker was my
favorite. His first name was Eric.
He started out his speech by telling everyone that anyone could
have done this story.
The way he obtained his article
was first he persuaded his parents
to give him the money to go to
school so he could go to South
Africa.
The things he went through to get
this award-winning story were

amazing.
I mean who has that much time.
Please, the things he encountered
could wear you out.
Oh well, that's what you go
through when you want to become
famous. .
Well, Mom, I'm getting tired and
running out of room.
I want to tell you I love you and
I hope you're feeling better.
Make sure and call us if anything
goes wrong. Sonja sends you her
love too.
Love always,
Keith

Stathe/is
Long Stem Roses

$3.95 dozen

RUSTY Wtf A PWG 1WT FOR TWC PMSiMT.

NEED EXTRA CASH FOR

SPRING BREAK?
We will make small loans on:
Microwaves
Gold jewelry
Diamonds
Silver coins
Typewritters
Stereo equipment

Color TVs
35mm Cameras
VCRs & Video Cameras
Musical Instruments
CBs

JIM'S PA WN SHOP

Don't miss out on all
all the fun! COME SEE US!

3rd & Water
623-2810

TALKef TIC TO WIN

Thru Saturday

630 Big Hill Ave.

6240198

Richmond, Kentucky

Mon. - Bottomless Mug
Tues. - Weekly Pool Tournament,3:30 pm
Cash prizes for top 5 finishers
Student I.D. needed-also H.H. prices
Wed. - 50* Beverages
Thurs. - Hawaiian/Imports
Fit & Sat. - Tropical Punch Night

Talk About It!

JACK'
ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Phone 623-6244
205 Water St., Richmond, Ky

QUALITY DRYCLEANING
AT REASONABLE PRICES SINCE 1964
• INSURED STORAGE -SUEDE & LEATHER
• ALTERATIONS
SERVICE
Experienced Silk Cleaning
FREE PARKING AT THE DOOR

RICHMOND

— — LINCOLN • MERCURY —

Attention All EKU Students & Faculty
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Or For More Info

Best Location in
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(With other trips"'!
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Top of the Line
luxury Coaches
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Pool Deck Parties
Every Oay

CALL
TODD FOX
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*10% Discount On Labor And Parts*

EYEGLASSES - CONTACTS

Dr. W.R. Isaacs - Dr. C.L. Davis
Dr. William Reynolds
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ALIGNMENT SPECIAL
Computerized Alignment Machine
2 Wheels $19.95
4 Wheels $39.00
SAFETY INSPECTION
It might be early but be ready for your spring
break. Have your vehicle put through our safety
inspection at a low price of $20.00 with the 10%
discount leaving the price at $18.00.
The Inspection Includes:
Check Tires And Wheels, Brake System, Light and
Signal System, Wipers, Washer and Defroster, Steering, Shocks, Fuel and Exhaust System. We also will
road test the vehicle and advise the costomer on needed repairs that should be made.
MAKE SURE YOU COME AND SEE US
WHILE THIS SPECIAL IS ON!

Now offering the new colored lenses, that will
turn your brown eyes blue.
New Gas Permeable Extended Wear Lenses
(Semi-Soft)
'DOWNTOWN'
228 W. Main St.
Richmond, Ky
623-3358

\ IFree Portable Coffee Cup For Your Vehicle!

RICHMOND

LINCOLN • MERCURY

i-aa*-Mi->s74

EKU ly-Pm A BOSK* L.n.
Richmond, Konluchy 40473

leta. tM-rau
(•*>) 411-3151
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Taft to sponsor
summer study
By Greg C«rm»B
Staff writer
The Taft Institute has allocated
$27,880 to the university for the
funding of a summer government
study.
The university, for the 10th time
in its history, will be one of many
colleges and universities in the
United States to host the Taft Institute for Two-Party Government
Seminar July 11-24.
According to Dr. Paul Blanchard.
Department of Government professor and program director, the
program emphasizes the importance
of a two-party system. "The whole
orientation of this program is the
importance of a two-party system
and to preserve and protect our
democracy."
The Taft Institute is s nonpartisan, non-profit organization
formed to bring about a better
knowledge of the principles and processes of government.
The institute was founded in 1961
in honor of the late Robert A. Taft.
a Republican senator from Ohio.
The Taft seminars are graduatelevel workshops on American
politics for elementary and secondary teachers that, according to
Blanchard, "strive to stimulate and
enhance teachers' understanding
and appreciation of the American
political process by involving them
directly with those who are significant partidpante in that process."
Blanchard added all Kentucky
teachers and administrators are
eligible to participate in the
seminar, but because of money
restraints only 30 will be chosen.
According to Blanchard, applica
tions are sent all over Kentucky and
the most suitable teachers and administrators are chosen to
participate.
The only cost to participants is an
enrollment contribution of 870, $65
for those who plan to commute.
Upon completion of the seminar,
participants will be awarded a Taft
certificate and will receive three
■must ar hours of graduate credit in
political scienos.
"The goal of the seminar is to introduce teachers to the world of
practical politics and government so
that they in turn are better prepared
to teach about the American

Phone
books
ready

political process." he said
Ixxianna Purcell. a Somerset Middle School teacher who participated
in last year's program praised the
program.
"I have been involved in
numerous seminars and workshops
and this was the best planned,
organized and executed in my experience," she said "Such an in
tense and thought-provoking oppor
tunity is rarely available to a
classroom teacher and for that I
thank the directors and the Taft Institute."
The seminar meets July 11-24, except for July 18 and 19. On most
days, the meetings will last from 9
a.m. to 3 pjn. All lectures will be
held on university grounds.
Lecture topics include: American
Democracy and the Two-Party
System; Political Parties in the
United States and Kentucky; Electoral Politics and the Mass Media;
and. Interest Groups and Elections.
Seminar speakers will include
elected executive officials, members
of U.S. Congress, state legislators,
party officials, interest group
spokesmen, media representatives
and university professors.

Classes Available In:

Country Painting-Mondays 6-9 PM
March 23 & April 6
Call For Pre-Registration
Other Classes Availablem In.

Cake Decorating (Beginner & Advanced)
Basket Making
Knitting

EASY CREATIONS
Southern Hills Plaza

623-5904

i**9*0*"* **»

Ronny Cam of Berea discovered cleaning up can be hard to do sometimes as he worked his way
through the cars in Alumni Coliseum parking lot.

Condom night said success

By Pam Logne
New. editor
Students flocked to J.Slitter's
Mill last Thursday night to take
part
in Condom Awareness Night
Last year's conference included
and
owner
Billy Luzon called it a
State Representative Terry Mann.
Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear. Gov. definite success.
Martha Layne Collins and Connie
Luzon said over 430 condoms
Lawson. a delegate to the 1980 were passed out as students entered
Republican National Convention.
the bar.
Throughout the summer 32 other
Literaure provided by the Red
colleges and universities will be
Cross and the U.S. Department of
sponsoring Taft seminars.
Other host schools include Public Health was also paaaed out.
The literature contained informaUniversity of Georgia, the Univer- tion on sexually transmitted
sity of Minnesota, the University of diseases (STDs) such aa AIDS.
Virginia, Loyola University, Xavier Herpes Simplex and veneral
University and the University of diseases, such as syphilis and
Utah.
gonorrhea.
Since its beginning in 1963, the
Taft Seminar has reached more than
15,000 teachers across the United
States.
Blanchard said the seminar is unique because it strives to enhance the
teachers' appreciation of the
American political process by offering them the opportunity to hear
and interact with more than 30
political leaders.
For more information about attending the seminar, contact Blanchard at 622-1022.

Pr0flreM

Squeeze play

Luzon said the night went much
better than ha had even hoped. "We
had a great response and everybody
seemed to enjoy it."
Luzon decided to have a condom
awareness night after becoming concerned with the growing problem of
STDs in the United States. He said
the main focus of his campaign was

students at the university. Most
cases of STDs occur in people between the ages of 15 and 30.
Luzon said the whole event was
held in a lighthearted manner so
people would not be offended by it.
He said he did not hear anyone who
was upset over it. "No one made any
vulgar comments that I heard and
there were no off-color jokes."
Luzon said he sees this event as
the first step toward the awareness
of a problem that is becoming more
prevalent in the United States.
"We have to make people aware."
Luxon said. "Condoms aren't
something to be ashamed of. They
are important and we need to realize
that they are important in the
prevention of disease."
It is estimated that more than 10
million people are infected with
STDs each year in this country.
Since AIDS was first discovered
in this country in 1981. it has caused a nationwide scare.
Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome is a disease that affects
the body's immune system and

lessens the body's ability to fight off
other diseases.
AIDS is transmitted by bodily
fluids such as blood or semen. It can
be contracted not only sexually but
also from contaminated needles of
drug users and blood products
received in transfusions.
About 500.000 people are infected
with the Herpes virus every year.
While there are treatments for this
virus, there is no cure.
Veneral diseases are usually caused by bacteria so they are treated
with antibiotics. More than 32.000
cases of syphilis are reported each
year and 2 million cases of gonorrhea are reported.
Luxon said he was not sure if he
would hold another condom
awareness night in his bar. He said
he will try to stay involved in finding ways to control the problem of
STDs but he may find other ways
to do it.
"The whole night was totally executed to perfection." Luxon said.
"It was a great success."

By Pam Logae
Newe editor
After several months of waiting,
the new ■'■'"pit directories have ar
rived. The phone books were
prepared by the university's Student Association.
The books were designed by
members of the Student Association last semester and were meant
to replace the campus directory that
is usually given to students.
The old directones only listed the
names of students living in
residence halls and their phone
numbers.
The new directories list the names
of students who live both on and off
campus, their campus address,
phone numbers, majors and home
address
The new directories list the office
addresses and phone numbers of
various university administrative
offices and departments and also
those of faculty and staff members.
According to Jim Acquaviva, vice
president of Student Senate, the
idea for the phone books came after
looking at those that are prepared
by other state universities.
It is patterned somewhat after
one produced by the University of
Louisville.
The phone books were scheduled
to be on campus and available to
students early this semester, but are
just now being received.
Acquaviva said he has had problems with the company that printed
the directories. Data National Even
though the books have arrived this
week, only 6.014 of the 7.000
ordered were actually received
Acquaviva said be contacted the
company about the missing books
and found that the employee in
charge of the university's contract
waa no longer with the company.
Acquaviva said provisions had
been made with Data National to
receive the remaining 186 phone
books.
Some students are receiving
phone books in their mailboxes and
other are instructed to pick one up
in the Student Association office in
the Powell Building.

This sprin
makeabreakforit.

Taylor's Sporting Goods
Your headquarters for
Nike, Converse, Pony,
Russell
* Sweats.
We eell &\ engrave trophies &\
plequee. Next day eervloe 'on
In-atook trophies and plaquee.
College Park Shopping Center
Eastern By-pass

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?
Looking for an exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different?
Many Air Force people
have such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you
can join them Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today
" Call
MSgt Dennis Underwood
(502) 568-6386 collect

At

'89

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound* to
the beach, the mountains, or your hometown.
For just $89 round trip, you and your friends
will have a great time wherever you go.

Anywhere Grevhound goes

g£GQ GREYHOUND

jSeVAnd leave the driving to us."
Greyhound • 127 S. Third Sireet •623-2810

Must present a valid college student I I) card upon purchase. No other discounts apply Tickets air noniranslerahlr and good lor travel on Greyhound Lines.
Inc.. and other participating carriers Certain reSUTCUom appK Oflcr effective 2 IH7 through * KVX7 Offer limited Not valid in Canada. C 1987 Greyhound Lines, Inc
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SAE president
gives testimony

Police beat
The followiag reports have been
filed with the university'• Division
of Public Safety.

"Skip" Daugherty, dean of Student
Services.
Spencer said the fraternity usually purchases liquor from College
Station Liquors, but occasionally
from other stores.

By

Darral Wright, attorney for the
plaintiff, continaM to take
testimony in the wrongful death
•uit of a university student last
spring.
A report of fraternity financial
Samuel Dailsy filed the suit in
transactions from the accounting ofMadison County Circuit Court after fice shows that during 1986 the
the death of his son, Michael,last fraternity wrote checks amounting
March.
to over $2,300 to College Station LiThe suit was filed against the quors and Ernie's Liquors.
university, the Kentucky Delta
Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Spencer ssid he learned of
Fraternity and Sigma Alpha Ep- Dailey's death on Saturday morning
silon National.
and returned to campus that afterDailey died of acute alcohol intox- noon. He said he and other fraterication after attending a function at nity members were instructed by
the SAE Fraternity house at 230 Daugherty and Troy Johnson,
Collins St.
Greek adviser, to let the university's
In a deposition taken Feb. 22, public information office handle any
Chip Spencer, president of the Ken- inquiries made by the press.
tucky Delta Chapter of SAE. said
he was not in town the night Dailey
Spencer said other fraternity
died and was not aware a function members who had been with Dailey
would be held at the fraternity the night he died had taken bottles
house.
of alcohol out of his hand in an efSpencer said he, along with fort to keep him from drinking.
several other fraternity and sororiHe said no one had coerced or
ty presidents were attending a pushed Dailey to drink.
weekend retreat in Gatlinburg,
Term., when Dailey died.
Varney and Daughtery gave
Spencer said he did not leave
anyone in charge of the house even depositions this past week but their
though he was going out of town. depositions had not yet been
He said he knew pledges would be transcribed.
receiving big brothers over the
weekend, but was not aware it
would be taking place at the fraternity house.
Spencer said it was customary for
active members and pledges to
Progress staff report
drink alcohol when they receive big
Naomi
Tutu Seavers, the
brothers but that it was not
daughter of Bishop Desmond Tutu,
mandatory.
will speak at a Humanities Forum
Spencer said when he was given
at the university on March 11.
a little brother he followed the
Seavers, the third of four Tutu
fraternity custom of purchasing a
children, will speak on the topic of
bottle of alcohol and having another
apartheid in South Africa.
member give it to his little brother.
Seavers, 26, was born in
The little brothers then have to
Krugersdorp,
South Africa.
guess who their big brother is.
After receiving secondary educaSpencer also said the fraternity
tion in Swaziland and England,
occasionally purchases alcohol to
Tutu received her Bachelor of Arts
serve at fraternity/sorority mixers
in economics and French from Berea
held at the house. He said all checks
College in 1982.
written for liquor have to be approvShe later earned a master's degree
ed by either Dan Varney, adviser to
in International Economic Developthe fraternity, or Hay ward M.
ment from the Patterson School of

Feb. 23:
Kenny Shepperd. Martin Hall,
reported the theft of beauty rings
from his vehicle while it was parked in the Alumni Coliseum Lot. The
rings were valued at $100.
Ralph Versaw reported the theft
of a communication lock from Room
143 of the Cammack Building and
a computer modum from Room 443
of the Wallace Building. Total value
of the items was 3460.
Michelle Sloae. Walters Hall,
reported the theft of her purse from
the Reference Room of the Crabbe
Library. The purse was valued at
3160.
Feb. 24:
William Martin reported the fire
alarm sounding in the Moore
Science Building. The Richmond
Fire Department was called and a
malfunction was found in the
system.
Progre8S
Hydrant Watching
Photo/Rodney Ross
Greg Lanmore, a junior law enforcement major from Goshen,
and his dog Stucky, sit outside Beckham Hall and take advantage of the recent spring-like weather.

Tutu's daughter to speak

Ftm
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I

Diplomacy at the University of
Kentucky.
Since 1978, Tutu has worked with
anti-solidarity groups in the United
States.
She has given lectures at
churches, schools and universities
both in the United States and
abroad.
Along with her lectures, Tutu and
her husband, Corbin Seavers, raise
money for South African refugees
through the Bishop Tutu Refugee
Fund.
The fund is a non-profit organization which assists over 760,000
refugees.
The fund helps provide medical.

educational and clothing needs for
the refugees.
She is currently employed by a
development consulting agency
which works exclusively in independent South Africa.
Tutu will lecture on the topic of
apartheid at 7 p.m. in Posey
Auditorium of the Stratton
Building
The lecture is free of charge and
all are invited to attend.
For more information, contact Dr.
Jeanne Holland, an associate professor in the Department of
Humanities, at 622-1469.

VCR ea 2 MOVIES
one night

$7.99
with coupon only
Expires 3-31-87

Feb. 26:
Earl D. Robinson, Dupree Hall,
was arrested and charged with driving under the influence of alcholic
beverages.
Sherri Yonng, Combs Hall,
reported the theft of 890 from her
room in Combs.
Rick Cox reported that the window of a car belonging to Stephanie
Wetzel, Richmond, had been shattered while it was parked in the
Daniel Bocne Lot.
Jeff Rippy. Adolfus, reported
someone had broken the left door
window out of his vehicle while it
was parked in the Alumni Coliseum
Lot. The window was valued at 380.

Jeff Burton, Harrodsburg,
reported the theft of a Fuzz-Buster
radar detector from his vehicle while
it was parked in the Alumni Coliseum Lot. The item was valued at
Feb. 25:
Alice Million, Dupree Hall night 8200.
hostess, reported the sounding of
John Gilliam, Dupree Hall,
the fire alarm in Dupree. The Rich- reported someone had broken the
mond Fire Department was called left door window of his vehicle and
stolen a radar detector while he was
but no smoke or fire was found.
parked in the Alumni Coliseum Lot.
Pat Keafe reported the smell of
The radar detector was valued at
gasoline around the Martin Tennis 376.
Courts. The Richmond Fire DepartWilliam David Bolt, Morehead,
ment was called after gasoline was
found coming from 60 feet of low reported damage to his vehicle while
it was parked in the Alumni Colground.
Michelle William., McGregor iseum Lot.
Doug Anderson, Dupree Hall,
Hall, reported the theft of 342 and
several checks from her dorm room reported the theft of a bicycle
on three different occasions in the valued at 890 from the courtyard
behind Dupree Hall.
last month.

ANNOUNCING
AN EXCEPTIONAL

VALUE!

VIDEO FANTASTIC
»<Hith^n MM*. Ptaiza

H —-^
B-W Portr Dr.
■T
"N
BB4-OBBO

Brad Gay. Todd Hall, reported
the theft of three seta of window
louvers from his vehicle while it ma
parked in the Begley Lot. Total
value was 3277.

David Dillon, Dupree Hall,
reported the theft of a bicycle
valued at 380 from the bike rack in
the Todd Dupree Courtyard.
Pun Carew, McGregor Hall,
reported the theft of a ring from
Room 637 of McGregor. The ring
was valued at 8160.
William B. Shelton. Richmond,
reported damage to the antenna on
his vehicle while it was parked on
the west end of University Drive.
The antenna was valued at 830.

SaO-1f»»

* Tanning *

2 MOVIES
1 nlgnt-Mon. - Thun

$19.95

with coupon only
Expires 3-31

TTCXG

H
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Body
Slimmer

Ladies Only
5.00 Off Cut & Styl
3.00 Off Cut Only
3.00 Off Mens Cut
With student I.D.

Package of ten visits
Wolff and Klaus Systems

PH. 623-8218
Not valid wttn «ny <**»• coupon/ofl.™

Now thru MARCH 12th

FREE 8 oz. UVA Tanning Lotion With
First Twenty Packages Sold! $7 Value!

-jlfitim
HAIR AND SKIN CARE
112 It. aeorn* Street

nafdecr

6J3-J04

REMEMBER
Today is
Business
Professor Appreciation

Day!
Thank your
favorite
professor.

Op

6230340

Mill
Mage Florist

125. S. Third
(downtown-- next
to bus station)

•XI.I. ... ,,,,,;■

sweetheart with
balloons and a kiss.

Finest in

$1.99

• GREEK SING*

or
Hot Ham 'n Cheese Sandwich. Reg.
Fries. & Med. Soft Drink

JIM COX STUDIO
tot

Brown Bag Special

Fish Filet, Reg. Fries. & Med.
Soft Drink

Surprise your

Sigma Tau Pi

ForThe

Bravo,
what do you do
for an encore?

CELEBRATE THE SEASONS

n :%.

-^"'^W^

TUESDAY,MARCH 10 AT 7:30PM

•Weddings
•Portraits
•Graduations
•Passports
•Composites and
•Jobs While you wait

SPECIA£
'Ballon hnaurl lui Ic

BROCK AUDITORIUM

We're out to win you over.

a '/, ft. flerfa/i Kbd

$11.95

623-3145
106 S 3rd SL-Richmond. KY

X

lincJwlDi daUvwy)

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO ATTEND.

t

/

Offer applies in store or drive thru only.
No deliveries on the Brown Hag Special.
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Diet counseling available
By Jennifer Feldmaa
Staff writer
With Spring Break only a weak
sway and ■■■-"*»+» not far behind,
students and faculty can take advantage of free, individual nutrition
counseling, co-sponsored by Student Health Services and the
university's dietetics department,
department.
Tammy Flener, a senior dietetics
minor, and Denies Pyles, a senior
dietetics major, will conduct the
counseling, initiated as part of a
community nutrition lab class.
According to Flener, a program of
this land is essential, especially in
college, where convenient food is
often a staple.

By Terri Mmrtin

m«

Controversial could possibly be a
synonym for former Secretary of Interior James 0. Watt.
When Watt took the podium in
the Keen Johnson BaBroom Tuesday night as part of the University
Center Board lecture sarias, he was
greeted with both applause and
boos from the over 100 spectators
in the room.
While some gave friendly
greetings, others wore "Dump
Watt" T-ehirta.
After this introduction, Watt told
the audience his objective was to
challenge their way of IJMfcg "I
want you to have enough courage
and integrity to challenge the
system," he said.
Watt, who resigned from the position of Secretary of the Interior in
1983, told the audience most
Americans fall into one of three
groups.
The first, a small faction according to Watt, is the committed conservative. "They think the individual person is important and
deserves dignity and respect," he
A second group consists of
liberals who, according to Watt, insist on putting power in institutions
to regulate social and economic
behavior of people.
"The third group doesn't care.
They're the middle of the road; they
refuse to take a stand," he said.
"They just want to get along."
Hs added most politicians fall into the third group.
Watt also outlined the function of
government "The role of government is to set moral standards for
its people," he said. "Nearly
everything the government does
sets moral standards."
Laos Elias, a senior nursing major from Boston, questioned this
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James Watt illustrates a point to audience
view.
Elias argued the government was
to enforce the wishes of the majority of the people.
Watt also discussed the conduct
of several special interest agencies,
particularly the National Organization for Women.
"They've been taken over by a
paid professional staff with a liberal
agenda," hs said. "If you don't support their agenda, you're smeaied as
anti-women."
Other students directed questions
to Watt during the two and one-half
hour lecture sponsored by center
board.
Questions were raised about
nuclear arms, use of the nation's
woodlands and the welfare program.
Watt also commented on the Irancontra arms scandal and its effect
on President Reagan. "I don't think
hell ever recover,'' he said.

Call for your
free make-over
appointment today!

When asked about bis 1983
resignation. Watt said it was
because he had used the word
"crippled" when describing
characteristics of one of his staff
members.
"The correct word is handicapped
or handicapable," he said. "Crippled is a bad word to use."
Watt said his use of the word was
the only reason he resigned from his
post.

"Here, you've got the vending
machines, you've got the soft drink
machines ... when you're up late at
night studying and you've got the
munchiee
She added the age group of most
college students is another factor in
m«lri«ig this a useful program.
"People are very concerned about
their appearance," she said.
Both Flener and Pyles stressed
the counseling would mainly consist
of offering suggestions for food, exercise and general health tips. Pyles

By Darenda Deanis

Last weak the Council of Student
Affairs endorsed a proposal sponAfter a question-answer session
sored by Residence Hall Association
with the audience. Watt accessed
asking housing costs be kept to the
the crowd.
absolute minimum
The proposal was sparked by an
"Most were very polite," he said.
"A few people were intolerant. *82 increase in housing fees for the
That's beautiful; that's America." 198647 school year. RHA President
He also challenged the group. "If Mary Helen Ellis said the increment
you spend the next three hours in was substantially higher, compared
the library trying to prove how to the f 60 increase in 1986-86.
In an earlier RHA masting, Ellis
stupid I am, I'll have accomplished
something," he said.
said the committee had gotten the
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HAROLD'S LAUNDRY CENTER
SOUTHERN HILLS PLAZA
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Appointments, which last about
20 minutes, will be held from 2:80
p.m. until 4:30 p.m. every Wednesday until April 16 in the Student
Health Center, Rowlett Building.
Appointments can be made by
calling the Student Health Service.

runaround and no answers aa —
why such a large increase was
Since that time. Ellis reported to
the council some of the money had
gone to cover the university's
natural gas bill. But she said no appreciable improvements could be
seen within residence halls to account for such s large increase.
The proposal says with tuition
costs increasing, the need to keen

housing costs low is important
because rental property ts
competitive.
The proposal asks "maximum
consideration be given by those
establishing student fees.'
Although the Council of Higher
Education sets tuition costs, the
university determines housing fees.
The proposal, along with the council's endorsement will now go on the
university's business office.

Tenants on duty to WASH, DRY & FOLD

T. BOMBADIL'S

i o

The counseling is open at no coat
to all students and faculty of the
university.

"COME TO A CLEAN LAUNDRY"

PHONE 624-9641

The Place for ih*- Cuttluni race"
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One student said if Flener and
Pyles did not hear from her, it
meant she had lost weight and was
doing fine on her own. Flener added others may feel the same way.

Council endorses fee limit

meRLenoRmfln
25

" 'I knew I had to cut back, but
I just needed to be reminded, to be
motivated," ' she quoted one student as saying.
Still, the most common questions
asked are: How much weight can I
loss and How fast?
The safest and most permanent
weight loss rate is two pounds a
week, she said.
Flener said possibly s counselingtype program of this sort will be
more comfortable for students.
"They can just talk because we're
students, and we know what dieting
means," she said.
Pyles said the counseling project
was part of a rammnnity nutrition
class, which is only offered in the

spring, so it would be up to future
students and instructors of that
class to decide whether or not to
continue with the counseling idea.
"People have been really responsive (to the program)." Pyles said
The two seniors see three to five
people each week. People seeking
counseling have the option of coming back for additional appointments, but are not obligated to do
so.
Since the program is only six
weeks old, Flener said it was hard
to determine how successful the
counseling had been.

A Time To Remember . . .
A Time To Cherish

624-9825
152 Killarney Lane- Room 101
Behind Holiday Inn
9:00-1:00 Sat.
9:00-5:30 Mon.-Fri.

(CTJ

said typically she started a session
by asking a person his or her height,
weight, eating habits, diet history,
any exercise regime and why he or
she came for counseling.
While most people come for
weight loes information, Flener and
Pyles can also help devise special
diets, such ss one low in fats or one
for diabetics.
According to Pyles, however,
some people come for neither exercise hints nor diets, such as one low
in fata or one for diabetics.
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• Mugs 27*
• Free munchies

• 2 for 1 beverages
• No cover until 8

•Don't miss the swimsuit fashions at 9:30

136 East Main, Downtown

DECORATE
HERO.

i®8 *

It's a moment you have warned a lilelime io
• corns? You have dreamed about your
wedding day imagining all the beauty and
romance it brings But now that the day "•
coming soon for you and panic begins to
set in as you try to plan your wedding,
relieve those tears with Weddings
International Weddings International works
closely with you so thai you can spend nvirttime thinking about the one you love rather
than being constantly frustrated From
gowns and tunes to invitations. Weddings
International makes your wedding .» time to
remember "
For a personal consultation with
Weddings International. Contact Tim
Brumheld jl (606) 623 5847 It may nuke a
difference m your wedding day

ZlBrumfield's
(beddings international
Classic Elegance For Today's Bride
Mora. Thurs. 10-5:30
Fri. 10-8
downtown richmond
Sat. 10-5:30

108 E. Main
Richmond, Ky.
(606) 623-5847
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIV. PARTY • WEDNESDAY. MAR.
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Try our NEW whole wheat or rye buns!
200 S. Second St.
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REGULAR OR CHEESE

is Rich

Louis Rich

Wieners

REGULAR SIZE
"NAVEL ORANGES, ROYAL MANDARINS OR

FAVORITE FOLIAGE
VARIETIES LARGE

\ Temple

Show
Plants

Oranges

IN 10-INCH POT. .

HiC
Drinks

Cola

46-OZ. CAN. . .

12-OZ. PKG

1-LB. PKC

DR. PEPPER, SLICE, 7-UP,
PEPSI FREE, MT. DEW,
DIET PEPSI

FRUIT FLAVORS

SLICED

EACH...

ASSORTED

Planters

Snacks

5-OZ. CANISTER. . .

2-LITER BTL

Doritos

CORN CHIPS NACHO CHEESE

FritqLay
20-OZ. BONUS BAG

Regular

M9.99 TO
$
29.99

(50c OFF LABEL) 2-OZ SOLID
OR 4-OZ. SPRAY

EXTRA FANCY WASHINGTON
RED OR GOLDEN 125-SIZE

Go Colonels!

Arrid
•
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•

•

EACH

SAVE

20c Fresh Baked

Blueberry
Muffins

29
6-Ct.
Pkg.
Tfiree r «Oz Strips on Bread or a Bun with the
Addition of Lettuce. Pickle Mayonnaise & Tomato
Lenten special

Catfish
Sandwich

Each

•1
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SAVE 20c Deli Style

Creme
Twirls . .

4-Ct
. Pkg

$*|29
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Pit stops aim to increase public awareness
By Keith Howard
FwtWN editor
The thrill of going to Florida over
Spring Break is running through
everyone's mind. And to think that
the beach, sun and partying are just
a week away.

Dempster said the company
became involved in the issues of
abused drinking some years ago.
"We are a very good supporter of
Students Against Drunk Driving,"
said Dempster.

But it's the partying,students
should pay close attention to.
Because of the excessive amount
of alcohol-related accidents during
this time, Anheuser-Busch Inc. has
developed a program to help sponsor "responsible drinking,'' said
Mary Dempster, a spokesperson for
the company which distributes
Budweiser. Busch and other beers.

SADD started in 1981 when a
Massachusetts public coach decided to form a group that would try
and combat the drinking and driving problem.
Anheuser-Busch also supplied a
large grant to this organization so
it would be able to filter into the college and university setting.

These programs consist of pit
stops located along the highway in
state-owned rest areas. For example, they will be located off interstate 66 near Henryville, Indiana, 1-76 in Valdosta, Georgia and
1-96 in Savanna, Georgia.
Volunteers and local employees of
the company will be giving out free
doughnuts and coffee to its guests,
said Dempster. They will also be
handing out pamphlets that will
support the various programs they
will be sponsoring.
"It started about four years ago
because of al the drinking and driving that took place during this
time," said Dempster.
She added it started out as a
public program.
"We had three pit stops which are
in the very same places now that
they were in when they began," she
said.
Dempster said more than 30,000
Spring Break travelers representing
approximately 600 colleges nationwide took advantage of the pit

Dempster said another thing they
will be trying to do is reward the
non-drinker.
For example, the one person who
is not drinking that evening will be
considered the designated driver.
This person will receive free soft
drinks as well as some food
discounts.
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The designated driver in the group will receive extra benefits from the bar owners.
stops.
"These (the pit stops) are the key
elements to the Anheuser-Busch
program," said Dempster.
There will also be literature given
that will explain other programs,
such as the buddy system, "Know
when to say when," designated
drivers and training for intervention
procedures by servers of alcohol.

In one of the brochures publish- in effect since 1983. It is a nationed by Anheuser-Busch, the buddy wide campaign to encourage consystem is aimed at making a point Burners of alcohol to be responsible
to get friends to be more aware of when they drink.
their friends who are drinking. It's
to get people concerned about each
The purpose of the program is to
others drinking and see to it that if help "create a climate that stronga person has had too much to drink ly discourages situational abuse,"
then the buddy won't 1st him drive according to the brochure.
home.
Dempster said another program
Know when to ssy when has been sponsored is TIPS. She said Donna

Borders, a wholesaler, sponsored
the program.
"It is for bartenders and retailers.
It teaches them what to look for if
people have too much to drink and
what to do about it," said
Dempster.
There were TIPS seminars in
Daytona Beach, Flo., Ft. Lauderdale, Flo., and on South Padre
Island. Texas.

Dempster said the main theme
the company will try to get across
in its drinker awareness programs
will be, "Making them aware of
what will happen if they drink to
much.
"There is no out-right slogan that
says 'drinker.' We want to promote
a good time without going overboard," said Dempster.
The pit stops will be open during
the busiest Spring Break travel
weekends. The dates will be March
6-8. 13-15, 20-22.

Professor journeys to mysterious land of Orient
By Kriati Spencer
Staff writer
Dr.
Martha
Conaway,
associate professor in the learning skills department, said she
does not mind making adjustments necessary to live in
Japan all summer.
Conaway teaches remedial
reading, study skills and English
as a second language to international students at the university.
She answered sn advertisement in a national Episcopal
Church newspaper for a job instructing English in Japan this
summer and was selected ss the
best applicant.
"I think one of my biggest
hurdles will be learning to sit for
hours and hours on my heels,"
Conaway said.
The Japanese have a tradition
of sitting barefoot on tatomi
mats which are made of straw
and measure three feet by six
feet around.
She will be living in Kiyosoto,
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Dr. Martha Conaway
Japan, in a retreat center atop
Mount Yatsu. She will be the only American and the only
English speaker on the mountain
during her stay.
Conaway will be instructing

'I don't mind doing this because I'm getting
the chance to make a difference in
somebody's life, how often do people get a
chance to do that?'
-Dr. Martha Conaway
residents of the mountain region
in Japanese.
Conaway has just completed
sn intensive course in Japanese
language and culture at the
university. The course concentrates an entire semester of
lesson into two weekends.
"I don't feel fully prepared, but
there is only so much you can
learn to help you converse with
s native speaker of another
language," Conaway said.
Her trip is part of an overseas
mission project sponsored by the
Episcopal Brotherhood of St Andrew called Kiyosoto Educational Experiment Project.
KEEP is a program which

began in 1930 and has done such
things as help rural areas learn
to get more crops from their soil,
help farmers begin dairy herds
and establish s hospital
It wasn't until 1970 that
KEEP began sending Americans
overseas to teach English.
"The purpose of this trip is to
help teach the Japanese to read
books written in English that
will help them progress such as
farming books," Conaway said
"I will also be helping those
Japanese who want to attend col
lege in the United States, but
don't know the language well
enough to do so," she said.
Conaways travel and living

expenses are being paid by a
grant called the Brian Kane
Fellowship which was begun by
s United States citizen of that
Conaway said she will be doing
more than teaching while in
Japan.
"I will be trying to recruit
Japanese students for the university's Agricultural Department,
doing in-service training of
English teachers in the high
schools and a community college
and giving talks to English clubs
and church groups." Conaway
said.
Conaway said she isn't sure
whether there will be electricity
in her cabin. "I've done a lot of
camping so I know I can survive
without electricity if I hsve to,"
she said.
Conaway said she has been
warned to take boots and heavy
rain gear along with her because
she is likely to experience her

first monsoon.
"I hsve always had a desire to
go to Japan and this will be a
missionary venture of sorts for
me," said Conaway
She said her parents were missionaries to Africa and her father
was born there so a missionary
spirit has been a part of her
heritage.
Conaway said she will receive
no payment for her work other
than her living expenses.
"I don't mind doing this
because I'm getting a chance to
make a difference in somebody's
life, how often do people get a
chance to do that?" said
Conaway.
She will be leaving during the
first week in May and returning
just before the fall semester
begins.
Her husband, Arthur, will be
visiting her in Japan during the
last two weeks of her stay to do
some sightseeing with her.

Computerized bulletin board connects campus
By Steve Florence
Staff writer
In the good old days s bulletin
board was a colorful arrangement of
cutout letters and pictures putting
across a message for people to read.
There are still bulletin boards in
this modern age, but some ore not
quite the same as the old types. It
was just s matter of time before a
computer bulletin board came out in
this time of such heavy use of the
computer.
Dr. Elmer Poe and Dr. Jeff
Kilgore of the Department of Industrial Education and Technology
at the university, hsve been
opersting their own computer
bulletin board for over four weeks.
"We came up with the idea over
the Christmas break," Poe said.
"We worked on it and finally put it
into operation a little over four
weeks ago."
All that is needed to get into the
system is a 300 baud modem, a
telephone and you personal computer," Kilgore said "The system
is run off of a Commodore 64, but
is compatible for Apple, Macintosh
or many other personal computers
'Students, as well as people in the
community, are welcome to use the
bulletin board," Poe said. "If you

have a personal computer and wish
to use the computer bulletin board,
the number is 622-6021."
The computer bulletin board the
two developed is being used in
several ways. "Inside the department it is being used in two different courses," Poe said. "In IET
466, which is microprocessors, and
IET 467, data communications, the
board is being used to gain practical
use of such a system on a computer."
"I use it in my communications
class," Kilgore said. "The students
seem to enjoy it real well. They are
also able to write short articles
about some computer related ideas
that are put into the system."
According to Pos, there are four
sub-boards on the computer bulletin
board. "One is a board for the community and the campus. We put
news and reviews on this board we
think the people of the community
and campus would be interested in.
"There is another board for computer hardware. You could leave a
message on this board and ask, 'Has
anyone ever done business with this
company?' You could then get
responses from people who read the
board who have done business with
that company.

"There is also a board for computer software that is used the same
as the one for hardware. The last
board is a message board. On this
board you can communicate privately with another user or leave a
message for everyone to read."
"Besides supporting the on-line
magazine which the students write
for, the board is being used in
another way," Poe added. "Dr.
Kilgore is working on a curriculum
project with other teachers in individual schools. By using the computer bulletin board they are able to
pass along information and
messages to one another."
"Users can put questions they
need answered into the system and
we can get them the answer," said
Kilgore. "If you have a printer with
your system you can take information out of the system for your own
use. Or yon can also pat information
for others to reed into the system.
The computer bulletin board has
been met with good response so far
according to Pos. "As of last
weekend ws have had over 260 calls
and approximately 60 users. That is
pretty successful considering it has
only been up for about a month and
we haven't done that much advertising."
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Mike Burch, right, and Jeff Kilgore operate the bulletin board.
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Activities
Greek Week 'White Shadow' defies norm
begins today
By Amy C.udill
Activities editor
"Creakiest '87 - A Celebration."
otherwise known aa Greek Week,
begins today and will run through
Wedneaday.
Greek Weak evenu will kick off at
4:30 p.m. in the plaza between the
Powell Building and the Chapel of
Meditation with a party centered
around a Mardi Graa parade theme.
according to Lisa Roes, a senior
public relations major from
Shelbyville and a member of the
Greek Week Committee.
Roae said each fraternity and
sorority chapter will present a
decorative headpiece and there will
be a jazz band performing and cajun food offered
Friday, there will be a Saint
Patrick's Day Dance at 7 p.m. in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Each fraternity and sorority will
enter a chapter member in a
leprechaun/leprechette contest.
Rose said.
Saturday will feature a
5-kilometer run open to the public.
The run will begin at 10 a.m. at the
entrance to campus where the
Eastern By Pass meets Lancaster
Road.
A f 7 entry fee will be required and
all proceeds go to United Way, Rose
said.
The Greek Games will be played
on Palmer Field at 3 p. m Saturday.
Rose aaid the theme for the games
is "Run for the Roses" and games
such as horseshoes and dress-thejockey relays will be played.
Chili and soft drinks will be offered to participants after the
games.
Sunday, an interdenominational
church service will be held at 2 p.m.
in the Keen Johnson Ballroom, Rose
said.
Monday will feature a Leadership/Scholarship Dessert at 6:30
p.m. in the Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Roae aaid this event will be formal
and will require sorority and fraternity members to dress formally and
wear their chapter badges.

EARN
$20 TODAY
ft'" up lo IBS lo* sour lift!

p plasma alliance
2043 Oxford Clr.
Lexington, KY
254-8047
Open Sun. through Sat.

Expires 3-31-87

Outstanding members will be
recognised for scholarship and
leadership at this event
Ginger Banks, a past international member of Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority wffl be the keynote apeakar,
Roae aaid.
Cakes, pass and other desserts will
be offered to all who attend this
event.
Tuesday will offer Greek Sing at
7:30 p.m. m Brock Auditorium.
Roae said the theme for this event
is "Celebrate the Seasons" and each
sorority and fraternity will present
s song pertaining to one of the four
seasons. The public is invited to attend this event.
Kier, a comedic entertainer and
songwriter who has appeared on
several college ramrmaww across the
nation, will emcee Greek Sing.
Wednesday will feature the Greek
Weak Awards Picnic at 5 p.m. in the
Ravine. The trophies for the overall
Greek Week winners will be
presented at the picnic. Rose aaid.
Rose aaid the Greek Weak Committee was chosen in November and
has been working on Greek Week
since then.
"The 23 members of the Greek
Week Committee have worked
diligently ■jajajajjajg and promoting
Greek Week 1987," Rose aaid.
"Greakfeet 87 - A Celebrationis a very appropriate theme for this
year's Greek Week because that's
what Greek Weak is all about - the
celebration of being a part of the
Greek system,'' Roae said.
"There are some really ■Tfiring
and different activities planned for
this year's Greek Week. I think
"Greekfest '87 - A Calebration" will
be the best Greek Week ever, so I
hope sorority and fraternity
members will celebrate being
Greek," Rose said.

By Amy CaodUl
Activities editor
Billy Fleming, a sophomore
police administration major from
Fleming-Neon, is just an or
dinary guy. He belongs to a
fraternity, is a member of Student Association, has girlfriends.
goes to parties and does the same
things other college guys do.
Except for one thing - since
last f all. Fleming has held the
distinction of being the only
white member of the black fraternity Phi Beta Sigma, whose
members refer to him as the
"White Shadow."

Fleming said as far as he
knows, he's the only guy on campus with this particular
trademark.
He aaid his incentive to join
the fraternity came from a friend
who helped him through his first
difficult semester as a freshman.

Progress photo/Rob Carr

Billy Fleming is a member of Phi Beta Sigma
During his first semester as a
freshman at the university,
Fleming received bids from two
white fraternities but turned
down both because he didn't feel
they were right for him.
"Last year is when I started
getting interested in Phi Beta
Sigma, but this year whan I got
back, they had asked me if I
would ever consider just pledging, you know, and become a
member," he said.
Fleming aaid he and the
Sigmas decided that since he was
always doing things with that
fraternity, he might as well make
it official.
There's no reason whatsoever
did I do it to look down on any
white fraternal organizations,'
he said.
Fleming said there's a fraternity for everyone's personality and
Sigma just suits his.
"When I waa looking for a
fraternity. I was looking for more
of a friendship that would be
lasting," he said. "The
brotherhood of a fraternal
organization is unlike anything I

"My best friend lsst year - my
first semester of school - was s
grad student from Nigeria, and
we became real close and he waa
a Phi Beta 9gma member at that
time," Fleming said. "And at
that time, he started introducing
me to some of the brothers of his
fraternity, and from there we
started doing things together."
Fleming said be became involved in helping with fraternity
dances and parties and in going
to baUgames with the fraternity
members.
Fleming said his Nigerian
friend is no longer at the university, but he left Fleming with a
whole new set of friends.
"I was just with them more so
than a lot of the white guys that
I was on the floor with, and I just
felt very comfortable with them,
and they always just... they
didn't treat me any differently
and you know, that means s lot,"
he said.
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He said he received a few
obscene phone calls while he waa
pledging, but whether the calls
were related to his pledging, be
didn't know.
"I may have lost a lot of
friends by pledging," he said,
"but just as many as I've lost,
I've gained two or three."
Flaming aaid joining the fraternity has brought pressure fron.
people who don't understand
why he joined a black fraternity,
but that he has gotten used to it

,SU*r-J>«'-^!5T<s>*^««->Mi»a«r^

1059 Bereo Road, Richmond

_

"A lot of them feel that the
relationship between white people and black people only goes so
far," he said.
Fleming added a lot of bis
white friends didn't understand
why he couldn't spend time with
them while he waa pledging.

*

Captain
D's
a great little seafood place.
HVHx

ever imagined, because I honestly could say that I would do just
aa much for any of the members
in my fraternity aa I would do for
any member of my family."
Some of Fleming'a white
friends, however, don't seem to
think it's that simple.

and feels comfortable in his
position.
"Anyone who knows anything
about fraternities, they're going
to turn their head, take a second
look, and I get that everyday.
That never wears out." he aaid.
Fleming said he hopes to eventually become president of the
organization whose motto is
"Culture for service and service
for humanity."
The fraternity often socialize
with the other three black fraternities on campus, as well as with
their sister sorority Zeta Phi
Beta. Fleming aaid the members
of the other black organizations
are aa receptive to him aa the
Sigmas are.
"When I became a member
they all had an all-minority
Greek party and I waa the only
white person there, and it waa
one of the best times I ever had,''
Fleming said.
Renita Gore, a sophomore computer information systems major
from Georgetown and a Sigma
Sweetheart, said she thought it
was great that Fleming had joined the fraternity.
"It blew my mind that he waa
going to pledge," aha aaid.
"I waa wondering why it
hadn't happened before," Gore
said.
Gore said she thought Fleming'a membership in the fraternity might encourage other whites
interested in black fraternities to
go ahead and pledge.
Fleming said the only requirements for membership in
his fraternity are a 2.0 GPA or
better and a dedication to
brotherhood, scholarship and
service.
Sigma s colors are blue and
white and according to Fleming,
"We're considered the blue and
white famiry, and when we're
together, that's what we are."

A greaTuttkseafood place..
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Series
teaches
faculty

Women give
scholarship
By Lisa Border*
SUff writer

The Eastern Kentucky Women, a
group comprised of female faculty
and staff and wives of faculty and
staff, will award a scholarship to a
junior female student. The scholarship is to be used in her senior year.
According to Barbara Lichty, a
member of the scholarship committee, the scholarship fund was
established in 1974 to honor and
support university women students
in a practical manner. The scholarship was then worth 9300.
Lichty said the scholarship was
established in order to "contribute
something that would be supportive
to the university."
The recipient of the award must
meet certain guidelines. The individual must have a minimum
overall 3.6 GPA. They must also
have provided service to the university through active participation in
organizations and/or activities affiliated with the university, Lichty
said.
Also, financial need beyond support provided by public or private
financial assistance will be considered.
The scholarship will cover full instate tuition for both semesters of
the recipient's senior year, Lichty
said.
Lichty said the fund is maintained by proceeds from the style show
and luncheon that is held each
spring, donations from special interest groups within the organization and individual contributions.
She said the scholarship will be
awarded at this year's spring style
show. The theme of the show is
"Win, Place and Show - In Style."
Members of the organization will
model the latest spring fashions
donated by local merchants.
This year there will be a breakfast
at 9:30 a.m. April 14 in the Keen
Johnson Building in conjunction
with the style show that night.
Last year's recipient of the
scholarship was Amy DeCamp, a
senior police administration major
from Vandalia, Ohio.
DeCamp said the award meant a
great deal to her, mainly because
she was the first student from out
of state to receive the award. She
said there was debate over whether
she should receive the sward.

deCamp was an escort to Gov.
Martha Layne Collins in the rally
for higher education in Kentucky
held in Frankfort last semester. She
also gave music lessons and helped
with the marching band and competitions at Estill County High
School.

By Mike Feeback

"I think my support of Kentucky
helped them make the final decision," DeCamp said.
Female students who are interested in applying for the scholarship may pick up applications in the
office of the Dean of Student life in
Coatee 214, the office of Student Activities and Organizations in Powell
128 or at the Powell Information
Desk.
The deadline for filing applications is March 13.
Anyone with questions may contact Norms Robinson, committee
chair at 622-1616.

Uncommon Valor

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Jim CaldwelU freshman security and loss prevention major from McKee. engages in a Civil War
game at the Un-Con gaming convention sponsored by Wargames Unlimited on Saturday and
Sunday.

Campus clips

u

Library closings told

Tutors needed

Club to meet

Race held

The library will be dosed on the
following dates: March 14, 15, 16,
18. 20 and 21. The library will be
open from 2 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. March
17 and 19. On March 22. the library
will resume its regular hours.

The Athletic Study Table needs
science and accounting tutors to
work one to four evenings a weak on
federal or institutional work study.
Times are 7:16 to 9:16 pm. Monday
through Thursday. If interested, see
Joan Hopkins in Keith, Room 243,
622-1628.

The Association of Returning
Students will have its March
business meeting st 5 p.m. March 9
in Room A of the Powell Building.
There will be a guest speaker.

All university students and Richmond residents are invited to take
part in a 6-kilometer run to be held
at 10 a.m. Saturday. Entry fee of 17
includes running shirt. All proceeds
go to United Way. Call Troylyn
Johnson at 622-3866 for more
details. The run is sponsored by the
1987 Greek Week Committee.

Journalists to meet
The Society of Professional Journalists will meet today at 6 p.m. in
the J aggers Room of the Powell
Building. There will be a panel
discussion on "Covering Police
Beats: Invasion of Privacy or a Matter of Record?" Panelists will include Terri Martin of The Eastern
Progress and Jerry Wallace of The
Richmond Register. This meeting is
free and open to the public.

Team captains to meet
The Division of Intramurals will
hold a meeting of intramural team
captains at 9 p.m. Monday in the
Grise Room of the Combs Building.
Intramural default fees are due no
later than 4:30 Wednesday. For
more information, contact the Division of Intramurals at 622-1244.

Scholarship offered
The Department of Psychology
will award the William Knapp
Scholarship to a junior psychology
major who has at least a 3.0 GPA
at the end of the first semester of
their junior year. The award of f 700
is to be used for registration fees for
the recipient's senior year. Evidence
of fin^'wi^* need will be a factor in
selection. Applications are available
in the Department of Psychology of
fice, Cammack 146. Deadline for application is April 3.

Program to be given
The Philosophy Club presents a
speech by Richard Clewett of the
Department of English on "Individualism: For Whom?" at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday in the Clark Room of
the Wallace Building.

Speech to be given
Susan Roberts of the Department
of Occupational Therapy will
discuss physical disabilities among
college students from noon to 1 p.m.
Wednesday in Room A of the Powell
Cafeteria. All interested faculty and
students are welcome.

To submit a clip
Items for Campus Clips should be
typed and signed with a telephone
number included in case there are
questions regarding the clip. Items
should be delivered to Donovan Annex 117 by Monday of the week during which the dip will run. These
items should contain only information pertinent to the university community and preferably contain only information about services or
events that are free and open to the
public.

SUff writer
There are about 300 students on
the university's campus who have
identified themselves ss disabled.
Some faculty who have these
students in classes are looking for
ways to better serve these student*
As part of Student Special Services, the Office of Student Affairs
is presenting several seminars to
help faculty deal with students'
impairments.
"We're trying to help faculty to
understand limitations and physical
hardships." said J. Howard Allen,
dean of Student Development. "One
way we can do this is presenting sessions with faculty, discussing particular topics with those with
knowledge of the particular disability"
The main disabilities the seminars
will deal with are learning, hearing
and physical disabilities.
The programs, which last for
about an hour, feature members of
the faculty with knowledge of the
particular hardship. They take place
at noon on the scheduled day in
Room A in the Powell Cafeteria.
Included in the series are Susan
Roberta of the occupational therapy
department, who will be sneaking on
physical disabilities on March 11,
Dr. Esther Leung, Dr. Karen
Janssen and Dr. Roy Meclder. all of
the special education department,
who will speak on learning
disabilities April 1.
"The teachers have a perception
that all students have two legs, two
eyes. We hope to help the faculty
just be aware of the disabilities.
said Allen. "If there is understanding, then the teacher is less likely to
feel awkward. That helps the
students feel more comfortable,
which helps them learn more readily."
Moet of the disabilities the Student Special Services deals with are
hearing disabilities.
The department has already had
two seminars. The first on learning
disabilities, which was led by Dr.
John D. McDonald of the
psychology department The second
was March 4 dealing with hearing
impairments, and was led by Drs.
Kyle Jaussi and Jean Andrews,
both of the special education
department.
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Arts/Entertainment
Buffett tickets on sale
By Phil Bow-Jag
Art. editor
Tickets for the upcoming Jim
my Buffett concert went on sale
to students today.
Ticket sales will only be open
to students, faculty and university personnel for today.
The tickets will be available at
the Powell Information Desk
beginning at 8 A.M. today.
Students may pay for their
tickets with cash or personal
checks.
Those purchasing their tickets
will have a four-ticket limit. According to Dean of Student Services Dr. Hayward M. "Skip"
Daugherty. these tickets can be
purchased in any combination.
Students buying tickets today
can also purchase non-student
tickets.
According to Daughterty. this
is done to give the students first
chance at tickets for "the show.

the university as part of a fourshow spring tour.
Each year, Buffett plays
limited engagements aa a lack -off
to his extensive annual summer
touring.
Buffett. who has been performing since the early 1970s, appeared at the university after his
first album hit the charts. Since
his 1973 visit, Buffett has returned twice to perform.

Jimmy Buffett
After today, tickets will be
available at the Cashier's Window in the Coates Administration
Building
and
at
Recordsmith.
A valid university ID card will
be required for purchases.
Jimmy Buffett and the King
Kong Trio will be performing at

Daugherty attributed being
able to wrhsraile the concert with
the fact Buffett had made prior
appearances.
Student tickets will be f 10
each in advance. Non-student
tickets will be f 13 if purchased
prior to the day of the ahow.
All tickets purchased on the
day of the show will be $16.
The concert which is scheduled for April 2 will be held in
Alumni Coliseum. The show is
scheduled to start at 8 p.m.

Shapin' Up

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Mindy Ison, a junior graphic design major from Richmond, found art can sometimes be messy
while doing a project for her art sculpture class.

Concert scheduling requires patient waiting
By Beth Jewitt
Staff writer
The University Center Board
decides "who's hot and who's not"
in entertainment on campus.
Dean of Student Services
Hayward M. "Skip" Daugherty
said several factors determine
university entertainment.
He said center board's Pop Concert Committee chooses the entertainer it thinks the majority of the
university population would enjoy.
"That'a based generally on checking with promotors," Daugherty
said. "Billboard and record charts
and MTV give you some interest of
who's hot and who's not.
"There are an awful lot of onerecord stars these days which create
some problems - name recognition
as far as that. Also a publication
called Poll Stars that's out kind of
gives us tour guides." Daugherty
said.
He said drawing big names to the
university takes connections with
different agent-promoters. Agentpromoters keep the public informed
of who is touring.
"Students come up with the in
itital interest on several things:
availability of an artist, the impact
they think they might have on campus as far as attraction, whether

we're looking at an up-and-coming
artist or an established artist. Those
things are considered," Daugherty
said.
Center board's yearly budget for
entertainment is $66,000. This includes pop concerts, fine arts,
special events and lectures.
Daugherty said $23,000 is
budgeted annually for pop concerts.
"As far as the budget, we look at
each act individually and what we
think the draw will be as far as attendance, what ticket prices we can
probably charge and the date of
availability," he said.
We've lost a lot of good acts
because of not having facilities
available," Daugherty said.
The university has two facilities
where it can charge admission for
concerts. Smaller acts are booked in
Brock Auditorium which seats
1.500. Larger acts, costing more
than $10,000, are booked in Alumni Coliseum.
"The concert is based on a breakeven baais. For the Jimmy Buffett
concert we have reduced rates for
students, but the University Center
Board is basically paying the difference for those tickets. We know
going into it that we are going to
subsidise some of the ticket price.
Student tickets are $10 and non-

student tickets are $13. We pay the
three dollars difference," Daugherty said.
Any money center board makes
above expenses goes back in the
budget for other entertainment according to Daugherty.
"We do have a split. We don't
make any money on it. The artist,
generally the major artist, gets 86
percent of the money after expenses
after we pay the artist the base fee,"
Daugherty said.
He said each show's budget is
based on what center board can
negotiate with the artist.
"Some artists have certain fees.
We're probably paying top dollar for
Buffett in this particular ahow
because he's only doing four shows.
U.K. made an offer to Buffett aa
well and they didn't get accepted."
Daugherty said he win leave an offer open for two weeks with an option to extend. "I always put
deadline on the offer then. If they
want to extend the offer, I'll extend
it and 111 have the option of whether
I want to continue the offer or not."
Daugherty said there has been a
big change in concert costs. He said
in the mid-70's the most expensive
concert was $16,000 to $20,000.
That price range included Chicago,
the Carpenters and a concert with

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as .i member of the Army Nurse
Corps The caduceus on the left
meat is V( >u re part of a health CJ i re
•A stem in which educational and
career advancement are the rule.
not the exception The Hold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, PO Box 77H.
Clifton, N'l 070IS. Or call toll free l-HOO-USA-ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

both Barry Manilow and the Spinners. Now a major concert coat
$30,000 or more.
He said seven percent to 10 percent of the concert price goes to
advertising.
"For the Jimmy Buffett concert,
since we've had five weeks lead-in
time, we've been able to get the
word out on campus and well go accordingly. If we have a big ticket
sale the first week we won't do as
much. If we need more, we'll do
more,'' Daugherty said.
He said he's getting calls now
from North Carolina wanting
tickets saved. He said the demand
is because Buffett is doing only four
shows this spring.
"The Buffett concert is going to
be one of the most expensive concerts we've done because we haven't
had a major concert in five or six
years," Daugherty said.
The university has had such big
name acts as Chuck Mangione, Billy Joel, Harry Chapin, Mac Davis
and Earth, Wind and Fire in the
past.

"Someone says, 'Well, you've
done all of those shows' and we say
'Yes, we have, but not for some
years.' Because what's happened is
the university is not in the promoter
business, neither is center board.
"Center board has taken the direction in the past years of getting
lesser-known acts, so to speak,
because we could afford them.
"Occasionally, I could get a good
opportunity like with the Buffett
concert. In that, we feel it's a good
student draw and there would be
student interest. Then you take a little bit of a chance," said Daugherty.
He said Lexington's Rupp Arena
has made a difference on who the
university will schedule for concerts.
Daugherty said entertainers usually will not perform at the university if they are scheduled at Rupp
Arena in the near future for fear of
oversaturatmg the market.
"Students are always talking
about big name entertainment. Buffett'a a big name entertainer. If they
don't support it, then they're giving
us a signal.
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"This is really testing the water
to see if students just want to give
lip service to having concerts on
campus or are they going to support
it. That's a fair assessment."
Daugherty said.
"Some of the best talent has been
in the Ravine for free up-andcoming. We had Jason and the Scorchers there a few years ago and
they're a hot act right now. We paid
them $300 to play in the Ravine.
Now they're $10,000 to $16,000."
Daugherty said.
Daugherty said up-and-coming
entertainers are usually those who
nlav the college crowds.
He said Barry Manilow played
here right before be hit it big.
"Barry Manilow and the Spinners
was the best concert we've had in
the sense of attitude. Manilow opened for the Spinners then watched
their performance from the control
room in toe coliseum." he said.
Daugherty thinks booking Buffett in the past, when he wasn't as
popular, gave the university the
edge to scheduling him this time.
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• l986iffhB Caesar* ErNarpnsa* (nc

ROP4

■ ■■ ■ VALUABLE COUPON ■ ■■ a«J

6S3-07"71
539 MAHAFFEY DR
$4.00 minimum

When you make pizza this good, one just isn't enough."
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'International Nights' provides Key to product
students with cultural learning relies heavily
upon portability

By Jamie Hiasom
Staff writer
International students from
over 10 different countries will be
making informal weekly presentations about their home countries during International Nights
scheduled for the next three
months here at the university.
The university's Division of International Education is planning these cultural presentations
along with a group of international students to try and increase the awareness of interns
tional student activities among
other students at the university.
Each presentation will be different and hopefully new and exciting to other students on campus said Carolyn Powell, editor of
The Campus International, a
newsletter published by the Division of International Education.
"Our biggest problem is getting American students to come
to these programs," said Powell.
"The students have preconceived about other countries, so they
don't show the slightest interest
in learning more about them."
The programs will each follow
different formate, although all of
them will be informal. The
students giving the presentations will use displays consisting
of films, clothing, money, stamps
and pictures, among other
things, to illustrate the different
lives people lead all over the
world.
After a short presentation,
visitors will be able to ask the
students questions about their
homeland, and then they may
browse around and look at the
displays.
Muse Jama, a foreign student
from Somalia, is giving a presentation on East Africa on Aprfl 13.
In addition to Somalia, three
other East Africa countries.
Ethiopia, Kenya and Uganda,
will be represented.
"I am trying to get a film to
show, and I have pictures to
display. It will hopefully get
some people interested in what
we are doing." said Jama.
"We want to create an informal situation that is student
oriented on a one-to-one basis,"
said Joe Flory, director of the
division. "We are interested in
getting American students involved in international activities.

"We want to create an informal situation that
is student oriented on a one-to-one basis."
-Joe Flory
"Most of the things people
hear about other countries are
only bite and pieces of inform a
tion. We have a big opportunity
to learn something directly from
the people who have been there
and been involved. What news
we do hear on TV and read in the
newspapers isn't really complete," said Flory.
The international students
who get involved in planning and
participating in events such as
International Nights, are working toward a goal of 15 hours of
service project work to provide
the campus and community with
cultural education and activities.
These 15 hours of work is the
price these students must pay for
receiving a service scholarship,

without which many could not
attend the university.
The university has over 130 international students, a group
largely made up of nonimmigrant students, although
some of them are permanent
residents. About half of these
students do live in campus
housing.
"We have a large percentage of
international students here at
Eastern," Flory said. Last fall,
the university had representatives from 46 countries scattered throughout the world, with
no more than a dozen students
belonging to any one country.
Flory said an excellent percentage of foreign students regular-

ly attend the meetings held by
the division, and they always
have remarkable ideas in addition to everyone's participation.
More than half of these
students are also involved in one
of the other two international
organizations on campus, Asian
Student Association and International Women.
"Most of these students hear
about our program from their
friends. We also give an unusually high number of scholarships to
international students, whereas
most schools don't have any type
of international scholarship at
all.
International Nights will run
weekly through April 20. The
programs begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the J aggers Room in the Powell
Building. Everyone is encouraged to attend. For further information call the Division of International Education, 622-1478.

CENTER Of CAMPUS
Register for one set (2) front row
seat tickets to be given away by
the University Bookstore.
Drawing will be March 31.

A

INo Purchase Necessary/

.NAME
.STREET ADDRESS

-ZIP-

for dubbing material, AM-FM
stereo bands, graphic equalizers,
tape counters and a pair of
detachable three-way speakers.
Although some wanted the entire
system to be portable, others simply wanted their favorite component
and wanted it compact.
Thus, came the invention of the
Sony Walkman.
This little invention put a cassette
deck into a space smaller than the
average paperback novel The key to
this product was the outer speaker
had been replaced by a pair of
headphones.

^UNIVERSITY
CENTER Of CAMPUS

€

$129-$139

WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

$ $195-$205
INCLUDES:

O'RILEY'S
PUB
Wednesday. March n
is Little Colonels* night?
•Little Colonels' dance team will make a special performance.
•Ladies night prices-no cover for ladies.
•Men's cover charge is donated to the Little Colonels.

/

Richmond'* finest bi night life.

All of these products will be outdated and looked upon as old
material in years to come. For
technology's sake, this is great. For
consumer's sake, we'll just have to
suffer and pay the price unless we
have the patience to wait for
perfection.

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

.PHONE
.PARTICIPATING SPONSOR

This particular model would be
handy for those traveling or those
who want more than a radio while
relaxing outdoors.
For those who are serious shout
the compact size of a television set,
retailers introduced s watchman of
a sort. This model features a twoinch reflective screen and an earphone outlet.
These unite have an antenna to
receive the television signal. The
unit is generally no longer than six
inrhoa and is thin aa a common slice
of bread.
The unit opens up similarly to a
makeup compact with the signal being received on the base screen and
being reflected onto a mirror on the
lid for viewing.

with Campus Marketing

YOU DRIVE jo THI »A*ny>

REGISTRATION BLANK

.STATE

merhiimn iiwhufa two f ■ aastt | decks

These items have also faced stiff
competition with nearly every electronics retailer on the market selling a similar product. Today, these
portable cassette decks feature
music search (to automatically find
the beginning of the next song),
auto-reverse (to have accessibility to
either side of the tape without
removing it from the unit) and both
AM and FM bands.
The television industry has also
found a place in this competitive
market. Depending on what you
want, you can now get televisions
ranging from four square feet to two
square inches.
These smaller televisions are now
popular in the five-inch screen
models. Some of these unite have an
electric hookup, battery power and
a car lighter adapter for
convenience.

PARTY

1

.CITY_

As technology's long arm continues to span the entertainment
field, new and improved products
continue to be made more compact.
A business computer 20 years ago
would take up the length of an office wall and the memory would be
very limited. Currently, most
businesses have a main computer
system half the size and also have
small desktop terminals for individual employees.
Today, a small business operator
can take a common household computer and store more information
and receive better results. These
home computers are designed so the
average 12-year-old can learn the
basics or the business-minded person can store client and budget
listings.
This technology can all be attributed to the race to have the
supreme product on the market. Big
businesses continually try to outdo
each others' product advancements.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s,
one of the crazes was to own a transistor radio. Although the reception
was not excellent, every teenager in
the United States already owned or
badly wanted one.
Everywhere you went, someone
was carrying a radio. Today, the
principle is still the same, but the
radio is different.
The invention of the jam box
brought it to our attention that the
public wanted portability with
quality sound.
These sound machines generally
weigh lees than five pounds and are
nearly two feet in length. However,
you have to realize some of these
systems replace quality found in an
entire rack system for your home.
Some of the features for these

• Round trip motor cooch tranjportotton to beautiful
Doytona Beach (W€ DRrVF. Packoges Only) We use
nothing but modern highway cooches
• FR£€ refreshments available on the motor cooch on the
way down (to begin the party)
• Eight Florida days/seven endless nights at one of our
exciting oceandont hotels, located right on the Doytona
Beoch strip. Your hotel has a beautiful pool, sun deck, air
conditioned rooms, color TV and a nice long stretch of
• A full schedule of FREE pool deck parties every day
• Afull list of pre-orranged discounts to save you money in
Doytona Beoch
• Travel representatives to Insure a smooth trip and o
good time
>
• Optional side excursions to Disney World Epcot. deep
sea fishing, party cruises, etc
• All taxes and tips

THE GREATEST TIME - THE BEST PRICE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

I
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Sports
Colonels' win
sets up game
with Akron

Collins unhurt
by late start

By Mike MUM*
Sport* editor

And after missing out on the prizes
for three years, he said he wants a
Aftar their 89-76 win over Murray championship ring and a chance to
StsU University in ■ first-round play in the NCAA tournament.
gams in the Ohio Valley Conference
"If I do get a chance, I'll try to
tournament Monday at Alumni Col- make the most of it," he said. "It
iseum, the Colonels found means a great deal to me."
them selves in an unusual position.
In Friday's other semifinal game,
When the University of Akron boat Middle Tennessee State
and Youngstown State University University will face Austin Peay
met in another first-round game, the State University, which overcame a
Colonels were pulling for the higher- 19-point deficit to edge Morehead
seeded Zips.
State University 78-76 Monday.
Akron routed the Penguins
The semifinal winners will play for
103-74 to set up a meeting between the tournament title Saturday.
• • e
the teams that tied for second in the
OVC regular season race.
Parria scored 26 points to lead the
The Colonels, 18-10. and the Zips. Colonels to their second win over
21-7. will meet at 8 p.m. Friday in Murray in three meetings.
the semifinals of the OVC tournaBut it was the Racers who took
ment at the Murphy Center in Mur- the early lead in the game, as they
freeaboro, Tenn.
kept the pace of the game at a
And that's just what the Colonels snail's pace.
wanted.
Neither team held a lead larger
"We're lonlring forward to beating than three points in the first half,
them (Akron)," Antonio Pan-in said which ended with the score tied
"We were hoping they would win." 43-43. The Colonels shot just 35 perWhy? First, Youngstown has cent from the field in the half.
always created problems for the ColGood said his team wanted to put
onels. But there's a better reason. the game away too early.
The Colonels lost a 74-73 decision
"We were too anxious offensiveat Akron Feb. 16 in a game marked ly. We were too high early," he said
by questionable calls and a malfunc- "You don't put a team like Murray
tioning clock.
away early."
But the Colonels defeated the Zips
"We just came in the locker room
82-61 Jan. 10 at Alumni Coliseum
and said it couldn't get any worse,"
Now they will meet again on a Parris said.
neutral court.
The Colonels grabbed the lead ear"They gave us the run around up ly in the final period and never let
there," said Tyrone Howard. "We go it as the Racers began to tire.
want them."
"Our conditioning paid off," said
Coach Max Good said the Col- Parris. "When they wore down, we
onels match up well with the Zips, got going."
but he realizes the records and
The Colonels' largest lead of the
statistics will be thrown out Friday. night. 16 points, came on their last
"You're only as good as your next basket, a Howard slam with 17
game," he said.
seconds to play.
Parria said the Colonels currentHoward, who racked up 16 points,
ly are the best team in the league. said the team had a score to settle

Progress photo/Chris Niblock

Antonio Parris fires in Monday's playoff game.
with the Racers.
"We had to redeem ourselves
because they beat us here," he said.
Bobby Collins put in 17 points
and led all players with 11 rebounds.
He was inserted into the lineup late
in the season in place of Lewis
Spence, but he said he feels no
pressure.
"I know I have s better player
backing me up," he said
"No matter when he gets in the
game he's going to hustle and do the
best he can," Parris said of Collins.
• • •
The Colonels won the right to host

c^Adams stpes

Monday's game with their 93-62 annihilation of Morehead Feb. 26
before a near-capacity crowd at
Alumni Coliseum.
The Colonels opened up a 14-point
halftime lead and cruised to an emotional win over their archrival5
behind 19 points each from Parris
and Collins.
"I was really fired up for the
game," Parris said "How could you
not be ready for this game?"
"We got quality minutes out of
our bench," said Good.
Bob McCann led the Eagles with
23 points.

By Mitch Howard
Staff writer
Moat college basketball players
have been raised on the game. From
crib to college, they have spent
countless hours perfecting the fundamentals and developing their
skills.
They
begin |
playing organized
'"•sketball
in
e.ementary
school,
then
played for junior
and senior high
school teams.
Then comes the QsJaM
leap to college basketball.
Although the ending is the same,
the story of Bobby Collins is
somewhat different.
Bobby first began playing at Pine
Crest High School in Southern
Pines, N.C., but not until his junior
year in high school.
Although he played basketball in
playgrounds and pick-up games, he
did not play organized basketball.
"When we chose teams to play in
the park, I was always one of the
last ones picked," said Collins.
One day his high school coach,
who is now an assistant at Wake
Forest, noticed him playing in the
gym.
Probably the first things he noticed were Collins' vertical leap of
about 40 inches and his all-around
athletic ability
The Pine Crest basketball team
had been struggling. The year
before Collins played the team was
6-12.
Although Collins didn't start immediately in his junior year, his impact on the team was obvious, as
Pine Crest's record improved to
17-6.
As a senior, Collins led his team
to an impressive season. They won
20 of 24 games and earned a spot in
the state tournament.
Several schools recruited Collins

after graduation. Several smaller
schools in North Carolina expressed interest, but Collins wanted to hit
the road.
"I wanted to go somewhere farther away from home. I wanted to
be more independent," be said.
Collins made an immediate impact with the Colonels, averaging
almost six points per game as a
freshman. He was named to the
Ohio Valley Conference's all
PMhajasj team.
As a sophomore. Collins averaged almost six points and over three
rebounds per game, despite a minor
stress fracture.
And hoaring into the OVC tournament this season, he was averaging 6.8 points and four rebounds. He
easily leads the team in steals with
43.
In the Colonels' first OVC tournament game, Collins chalked up 17
points and 11 rebounds.
Collins has played the off-guard
position, but he has started at small
forward of late.
"We know when we put Bobby into the game he is going to make
something happen. He is a relentless
defensive player," said Coach Max
Good.
"It's not very often that you find
a player like Bobby Collins," he
said. "He is a very hard-nosed
player on the court, yet he has a
very pleasant personality off the
court."
When he is off the court, Collins
spends most of his time studying.
He also likes music watching television and playing the drums.
Collins is majoring in business
and said he hopes to own his own
business in the future.
As for more immediate goals, Collins said he would like to win the
OVC tournament.
"We have a good team and in the
OVC, anyone can beat anyone else,"
he said. "I think we have a good
shot at winning the tournament."

University Shopping Center
623-2630

Sizzlin Spring Break Sandal Sale

Metropolitan Life
insures all kinds of employees.

vta«**

rv

sP

All to***!" $10 Off With ID
All Dexter and Eastland Bloucher Mocs on Sale
Eastland $2y.99
Dexter $33.99

Now Thru 3-12-87

7-c^
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The Sixth Annual Spring

FASHION SHOW
Fashions By:

'fcttott

Facilities By:

Attention AH EKU EmployeesUDI0
"The Collrye Shop

THIS YEAR'S THEME
A "PHOTO SESSION" FASHION SHOW

Have you heard that Metropolitan Life Insurance Company is enrolling
EKU employees for their Group Universal Life Insurance. Universal Life
combines low cost insurance with a tax sheltered savings which may be
used for emergencies, education or retirement. This product is offered
at group discounted rates and is paid for through a convenient payroll
deduction. The current interest rate being paid is very competitive and
tax deferred. Enrollment is for a limited time only.

PREVIEW THE 1987 STUDIO 27
SWIM WEAR COLLECTION.

You can enroll at Metropolitan Insurance in Big Hill Plaza beginning
January 16, 1987 from 10:00 ir to 7:30 PM Monday through Friday

Catalina* Ocean Pacific'Sassafras'Let's Get Wet'Dippers

and Saturdays from 9 to 1. Metromatic Group Life from Metropolitan
Insurance.

Thursday March 5, 1987 - Tonight at 9:30 pml
Models from E.K.U. and U.K. J. SUTTER'S MILL
Be Therel

Coll 624-9289 for more information today

GETMET.ITPAYS.

[Bring this ad to Studio 27 and save 25% off any
swimsuit - Offer expires March 8, 1987.]

^••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*L

Metropolitan Life
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
rt.s]«MM
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Women
win
finale

Foursome racks up
school relay records

ByMlkeMarsee
Sparta editor

If there ia a good way to end a
9-18 season, the women's basketball
team may have found it Saturday as
it do—d the book on a subpar
season with an 87-66 win over
More head State University at
Alumni Coliseum.
"I've been here four years, audit's
the beat I've ever seen a women's
basketball team play at Eastern,''
said assistant coach Linda Myers.
Everything just fell right into
place."
The Lady Colonels finished with
a 4-10 mark in the Ohio Valley Conference and failed to qualify for the
league tournament
"We realtor just wanted to beat
another OVC team." said Carla Coffey, who was one of the major contributors to the win, the team's first
over Morehead in three years.
Coffey set yet another career high
with 86 points and has now amassed 901 points in her career to move
into seventh puce on the all-time
scoring list.
She and assistant coach Kathy
Barnard said Morehead was looking
past the Colonels to their game in
this week's OVC tournament.
"We finally slipped up on someone," Barnard said.
Coffey scored the Lady Colonels
first six points Saturday to help
build an early 17-6 lead that would
stand at 38-26 at intermission.
The Lady Colonels gradually ex
panded their lead in the second half
by shooting 66 percent for the
period. Coffey's layup and free
throw with 1:40 to play gave them
their longest lead at 88-69.
Sondra Miller followed Coffey in
scoring with 21. Karen Carrico had
12 points and a game-high 15 rebounds, and Coffey got 13 boards.
Senior Lois Buntyn. who appeared in her final gams as s Lady
Colonel, scored just five points but
handed out 13 assists.
The Lady Colonels shot 66 percent for the game while holding the

Progress photo/Chris NiWock

Karen Carrico drives past a Morehead player.
Lady Eagles to 36 percent.
"We finally put two halves
together," Barnard said.
Myers said the win over
Morehead was just what the Lady
Colonels needed at the dose of the
"It makes us feel like ... we did
accomplish a lot," she said. "It
gives our returning players a lot of
hope.
"If we had played like that before,
we might have been in the tournament right now," Coffey said.
Coffey said although the team's

record isn't much different from
that of a year ago, improvements
have been made in the first year
under Coach George Cox.
"I think everybody cooperated
with Coach Cox," she said 'Nobody
can expect miracles."
The coaches said the current
recruiting campaign is crucial to the
success of the Lady Colonels next
year, adding that inside players are
needed most.
"We need to get some players
with height that will help Carla and
Tracy (Korbutt)," she said.

kinko's

irValmart

Everyday

Low
Prices!

RESUME
PACKAGE

By Chip Millar
Copy setter
They may be preparing for their
graduation this spring, but for now
the members of the university's
women's indoor relay txack team are
keeping their w*fa**Q* on winning.
TTie team, made up of aaniors Pam
Raghn. Linda Davis, Cathy Jonas
and Marilyn Johnson, has bean in
the spotlight a lot lately for breaking school records in indoor track.
Whan the team ran in the Hooaier
Dome Invitational held at Indiana
University, it won the 2-mile relay
in 9:13.78 by breaking a fieldhouse
record at the Big Ten conference
school.
The team also topped the mark of
9:17. finishing second behind
Villanova University st s match at
Johnson City, Tenn.
Earner, the team won the West
Virginia Hardeee' Invitational and
cams in third to Penn State University and University of Virginia the
next day at the Bud Light Invitational meet in George Mason
University.
This past weekend the team set s
school record of 8:60.2, breaking the
previous record that waa set earlier
this season
Team Coach Rick Erdmann said
last year Jones, Davis and Raglin
were on the 4X1,600-meter relay
team that ran the second-fastest col
legiate time ever at a North Carolina
State University mast. Johnson, a
pre-med major from Louisville, joined the team this season
"We are going to let them run
that again in March and I think
well have a good distance madly
relay," Erdmann said.
Thus comes in the question to the
success of the four-member team.
How do they do it?
Raglin, a parka and recreation major from Bourbon County, said the
reason for their success is "knowing
we're four seniors and that this will
be our last season "
Jones, a physical education major
from Martansburg. W. Vs.. added.
"This is our last chance. This is
it.... I mean we do or die."
Erdmann said he credits the
i to the hard work and

the motivation of the runners.
"I think they all are hard workers
and have the discipline to do it"
Erdmann aaid are good students
with s 3.0 GPA or above
He added this is the beet team the
university has had for a long time.
Whatever the reason, the team
Mesas' to have a success record that
can't be stopped.
Erdmann aaid the team competes
st s very high level against major
universities.
"Not many OVC schools set
records in Big Ten Seldhouses " Hs
added the team has competed
against such not sales aa University of Georgia, Penn State, University of North Carolina snd
Georgetown University.
"They've had a lot of success
through the years. They've been
working together for quite a while,"
he said.
Erdmann said the highlight of
this season wss the record they set
st Indiana.
Although the relay team has no
great amount of depth, Erdmann
said the teem members would be
hard to replace.

"Only one school in the East that
has s faster time and that's
Villanova." Erdmann said.
Hs said the team k about the 1 lth
ranked in the "Mtt5?ti
Davis, an elementaiy education
teaching major from Columbus,
Ohio, aaid the team's members have
to give up a lot for the daily practices. "We've given up s social life.
Plus the fact we have injuries," aha
aaid.
The teem practices three mornings s week and from 340 to 6 every
afternoon.
Erdmann said the practicing outdoors is s little bit of a disadvantage
for the team because of the bad
weather this time of year.
"It's hard this time of year (to
practice) since we don't have an indoor track and we have to train outaide," Erdmann aaid.
Last weekend Jonas waa replaced
by Charmaine Byer. The team set
the now-standing university record
of 8:60.2.
That record wss set st Murfreeeboro, Tenn., in s meet hosted
by Middle Tennessee State
University.

Two-mile team sets record
Program staff report
The women's two-mile relay team
set yet another record for the
women's track team last weekend as
the foursome won the event in an indoor meet st Murfreeeboro, Tenn.
Charmaine Bysr, Marilyn
Johnson, Pam Raglin and Linda
Davis finished in 8 minutes. 60.2
seconds, defeating a team from
Penn State University and breaking

the old school mark by about nine
With that lasssj the team qualified
for the NCAA indoor championships.
Raglin also took 7th place in the
mile at a major indoor meet in New
York with s time of 4:43.7.
Several Colonel runners will compete this weekend in the Hooaier
Dome Invitational at Indianapolis.

OVC tickets on sale here
■nrojji ©•• aftsnf report

The university's athletic ticket of
nee lias tickets available for the final
rounds of the Ohio Valley Conference basketball tournament at
Murfreeeboro, Tenn.
University students, high school
students snd senior citizens may
purchase individual bleacher easts
for Friday's semifinal games st the

Murphy Center for $7.60 each
University students must present
a valid ID at the gate
In addition, books are available
for the semifinals snd finals. Lower
level chair seats are S20 and
bleachers are 816.
Ticket sales will end today. For
more information, call the ticket office at 622-3664.

Florida Bound?

SPECIALS

1 Page Resume Typeset
• 25 Copies onto Resume Stock

Shopoers

Village

• 25 Matching Blank Sheets
(for cover letters)

• 25 Matching Envelopes

SELECTED SHORTS ft T-SHIRTS

THE ENTIRE PACKAGE FOR

Forget-Me-Not'
FLOWERS
& Balloons
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[Stop by and take
[a look around.
Shoppers Village
623-4257

SUNGLASSES 1/2 OFF
UmversHy Shopping Center
Eastern By Pass, Richmond
(606) 624-0237

m
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The University Bookstore
wishes all students and
faculty a safe and enjoyable
SPRING BREAK!
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Coliseum fans come
to life at crunch time

Making Waves

Progress photo/Chris Niblock

Maria Ramsdell swims the 500-yard freestyle for Model Laboratory School at last weekend's state
high school swimming and diving championships at Combs Natatorium. The Model girls placed
fifth in the meet, while the school's boys team finished seventh. The titles were swept by Louisville
schools, as Sacred Heart Academy won the girls' division and St. Xavier was the boys champion.

A sports columnist I know made
the following statement in print just
four weeks ago:
"... A game at AC is like a visit
to a neutral court."
And for the longest time, those
words were pretty accurate. But of
late, things have changed during
games in Alumni Coliseum, called
then "the tomb of the Ohio Valley
Conference."
Crucial games and radical crowds
have been major factors over the
last two weeks in the Colonels' drive
to and through the OVC
tournament
First, there was a last-second win
over Middle Tennessee State
University. Jeff McGuTs bomb with
five seconds to play created the win
and sent 6,600 fans into a frenzy.
Five days later, the Colonels and
Morehead State University played
for the right to host s first-round
tournament game, and the people

Women place filth at Midwest meet
By Mike Marsee
Sports editor
In what Coach Dan Lichty called
"one of the best weekends in the
history of Eastern swimming," the
women's swim team placed fifth at
the Midwest Independent Championships last weekend.
"It was a real good finale for
what's been a good season," Lichty
said.
The Electrifying Eels finished the
meet at South Bend, Ind.. with 332
points, one point behind Western Illinois University. Illinois State
University won the meet with 685
points.
The Eels set university records in
12 of the 18 events at the meet.
Among the most noteworthy was
Michelle Spears' time of 24.69 in the
60-yard freestyle, set as part of a
relay.
That time was just six-tenths of
a second off the time needed to
qualify for NCAA championship
competition.
Lichty said Spears, a senior who
transferred from the University of

Tennessee, had brought leadership
to the Eels in her only season with
the team.
"She's a good leader away from
the pool and a good influence on our
young team," be said.
Spears was named by her teammates as the Eels' outstanding
swimmer for the weekend.
Lichty said fellow senior Jill
Decker also had strong performances at South Bend. Her time of
18:14.29 in the 1,660 freestyle was
a drop of well over 16 seconds from
her previous best time.
Lichty said the Eels could have
finished fourth in the meet, but
Oakland University chose to swim
a relay team in a time trial in an attempt to meet NCAA qualifying
standards, and the Oakland team
slacked off in the final event.
"We don't feel trying to go for a
qualifying standard is fair when it
has a bearing on the outcome of the
meet," Lichty said.
Lichty said he hopes this season's
performance by the women's team
will show supporters of the team's

scholarship drive that they are getting a good return on their
investment.
"It helped our situation to have
a good year in the water," he said.
Following are the Eels who set the
12 school records last weekend:
Michelle Speare. 60-yard freeetyle, 24.69
•ecoodi; 100 fraaatyla. 63.96:100 backatroke.

1:00.76 aad *» backatroke. 2:10.84.: JU
Decker. 600 fieeetyle. 6:17.» 1.000 beast)*.
10:67.27 and 1.660 fraaatyla. 18-14.29: Laura
Stanley. 100 butterfly. 1:01.41 and;
200 fraaatyla ralay ISpaara, 9uaan Torfaatt,
Janice Oajrec. Ginay Fargueon), 1:40.74; 400
fraaatyla ralay (Torbett. Liaa Daw. Decker.
Das**). 3:47.71:800 fraaatyla ralay (Torbett.
Daw. Decker. Farfueon). &08.62 and 200
medley ralay ISpaara. B J. Brannick. Stanley.
Dajrenl. 1:64.00.

Out in left field

Mike Marsee
came en masse.
Seats that hadn't been occupied
in years were in use, and the fans
took particular delight in the home
team's 31-point demolition of the
Eagles.
And there was The Snowstorm.
Following the Colonels' first bucket
spectators showered the floor with
most of the university's stock of
toilet paper.
No one could remember any
previous instance in which the fans
had been asked to refrain from
throwing objects on the floor.
But very few people were truly
sorry to see it happen.
The snows came again in the
playoff win over Murray State
University, which attracted around
4,000 people despite the fact that
students had to pay to see the show.
What does it all mean? It means
that fans of Colonel basketball have
risen from the dead and made their
presence known to visiting teams.
And it means the Colonels have

marched to the f mifinala of the
OVC tourney at Murfreeeboro,
Tenn., where they will play for a bid
to either the National Invitational
Tournament or the NCAA
championship.
Coach Max Good said the support
of the fans has made all the
difference.
"There's no way we could've beat
Middle Tennessee without the
crowd," Good said, referring to the
Feb. 21 game. "People finally realized we're a good basketball team."
Antonio Parris said images of last
year's disappointing 10-18 campaign may have stuck in the fans'
minrla

"Some of them might have been
judging us from last year," he said.
But it is becoming more clear that
the two teems aren't even remotely
similar.
When the Colonels visited Murfreeeboro for a first-round game in
the OVC tourney last year, they
were soundly thumped by the Blue
Raiders.
Now they will go into Murphy
Center Friday as the hottest team
in the league and with a legitimate
shot at winning the tournament.
And they couldn't have done it
without you.
The spirit is back. Good basketball is back. And best of all, it's
March. What more could you ask
for?

Colonels edged by Lousiville
By Mike Marsee
Sporte editor
After losing two players to injury
or illness, the women's tennis team
suffered a 6-4 loss to the University of Louisville Saturday at the
Greg Adams Building.
No. 1 singles player Pam Wise
defaulted before her match began
when she became ill, and thirdseeded Dee Cannon was forced to
retire with a back injury after
defeating Lisa Pepper 6-0 in the first
set.
Coach Sandy Martin said the Col-

onels would probably have won the
match if those two players had remained healthy.
The Colonels' wins over U of L included second-seeded Laura
Heeselbrock'a 6-1,4-6.7-6 defeat of
Mikki Rice and No. 6 Tina Perruz
zi's 6-4,6-2 win over Diana Hileman.
No. 4 seed Traci Parrella also won
by default.
In doubles action, the No. 3 team
of Parrella and Tina Cate won 6-3,
6-3 over U of L's Jill Peterson and
Julie Allen.
"Obviously, we played a lot bet-

ter than we did last weekend," Martin said.
In matches played Friday, the
Colonels won 8-1 over East Tennessee State University, then fell
7-2 to a powerful Ohio University
team.
Those matches were noted for the
fact that players were switched in
two areas. For example, Wise and
Heeselbrock each played at the No.
1 singles position over the weekend.
Martin said a clear-cut No. 1 player
has not emerged yet.
"They are nearly equal in terms

of talent and ability," she said,
adding each had won one challenge
match, which is used to determine
seeding on the team.
In addition, Cate played alongside
Heeselbrock at the No. 2 doubles
position in Friday's matches when
Beclbe Mark returned home because
of a death in her family.
Martin said they played well
together despite a lack of practice.
The Colonels host Centre College
Wednesday in a scrimmage match,
then play four matches in Florida
during Spring Break.
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, JIMMY BUFFETT
in concert;

THURSDAY, APRIL 2
8:00 P.M.
Alumni Coliseum, EKU Campus
—
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JIMMY BUFFETT...Concert tickets will be on sale for E.K.U.
th e Jnf0rma tJ
dCSk
£df
°f *•, PoWe"
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K^rr ri,
inning att 8ft a.m.- Tickets
go on sale on
March 6th to the general public at the cashiers window and
recordsmith. There will be a 4 ticket purchase limit for each
person on the I st day of sales.

M

EKU Full-time students in advance $10.00
General Public in advance $13.00
All tickets at the door $15 00

"«***• o* «*> * Recordsmith and at Cashier Window,
Coatcg Administration Building.
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